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Buy your Official UK Dreamcast today!

THE LOWEST PRICE IN THE GALAXY
Only £169.99 rrpeiss^

stmpfyc
the best games
the lowest prices

free worldwide delivery
0171 720 6767

yGAMOS -,
Dreamcast

sonic adventure
soul calibur, trick style, ready 2 rumble

only £29.99
also only £29.99

http://www.simplygames.co.uk
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othing we could do! OF cour

aut the console being delayed it that there

es Sou! Calibur, Red Dog, Toy Commander. TrickStyle i

m the amazing ShadowMan and two great South Park

i Pork Roily and Chef's Luv Shock. On the I"

! chosen to market Dreamcast around the \

nbie games coming to a Dr

: Interact. Now that you can get yourself hooked up to t

iu'lt want to contribute to Dreamcast Magazine - and maybe
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re looking for

—• i™ .'" the latest information

on the hot games lined up for

Dreamcast release then look no
Further than Forecast. Exciting

news this issue about Planet of the

Apes, Super Cross 2000. Carrier

and a rather bizarre game called

Stupid Invaders 1

.

IN DEVELOPMENT

Worldwide Soccer

Alone In the Dark 4

WWF Attitude _
Deep Fighter

Furhalls

RENEWS

Ren Dog

Speed Devils

f
Soul CaliUuf

Toy Commander

,
< TrickStyle

FORECAST

no make sure we get a splattering or

24

27

MDK2 a
NBA 2000

28 Evolution a
29 South Park Rally 41

30 Chef's Un Shack 42

34 Ft World Grand Prix 44

le to buy - we'll have the

fe don't simply rely on the/ievu! V

either - we have a team of expert

eview r as a second opinion.

48 Suzuki Alstare

52 Extreme Racing a
54 Pen Pen B
58 Buggy Heal B
SO Blue Sdnger 72

UEFA Striker 73

Incoming 74

Dynamite Cop 92

NFL OuarterUach Club 2000 94

Title Defense 94

Waken X 92

Gundam Side Story 0079 94

Arcatera 98

Outcast a
Roadsters 96

Worms Armageddon a

Jeremy McGrath

Super Cross 2000

Pianet ol the Apes

Carrier

Felony Pursuit

Snow Surfers

Stupid Invaders

Big Bang

Fighting Farce 2

Subscriptions
Take advantage of our special of

Dreamcast Solutions

Dream On.
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l IV-aot and President oF Seea

asking people to (.„,,

heads shaved for £1 0! A

games 'til late in the

10 official Dreameast
s around - this issue

to press beFore the

release of the console!

Instead, here's what we've
been playing most in the

Dreamcast Magazine office..,

1 SHADOWMAN

2 SOUL CAUBUR

3 SPEED DEVILS

4 T0» COMMANDER

5 REflDTZ RUMBLE BOXING

DM Most Wanted
1 SHENIMIE

! CRAZnUX]

i THEME PARK WORLD

1 RESIDENT EVIL CODE VERONICA

5 QUAKE III
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Are You

Ready 2
Rumble

Again?

Konami Cans Castlevania?

mm n x sat

\ Midway is considering
.•* adapting the formula

for its tongue-in-cneefc

Ready 2 Rumble Boxing for

different sport genres. The

first game planned is thought

to be a foray into the already

crowded wrestling market.

It is also believed that some of

the characters from Ready 2

Rumble Boxing will make a

return appearance - we certainly

hope that Midway will bring back

Tank Thrasher, the light-footed

19th Century Brit, Big Willy

Johnson, and the sultry Lulu

Valentine! She's our favourite.

Our videogames websitf

Total Games Network, voted

Ready 2 Rumble Boxing as its

Dreamcast Game Of The Show

at ECTS in September, as its

mix of boxing action and

slapstick humour proved to be

a heavyweight winner.

T0 14 OCTOBER

nth s Dreamcast consignment of Dreamcasts. advanced technology ever

oazine. Just as we were and even sent us a picture of incorporated into a games
ng to press. Sega £ urope them arriving at console. Our free Internet

ided to put the lau rich of Southampton dock! access is an industry first and

amcast back three weeks The reason for the delay? BT has been key in its creation

4 October! We nu naged Officially Sega won't say. but across Europe."

get the correct dat ; in the the rumour is that the delay This delay is a serious loss o

vs. but it was sadl^ too lies with British Telecom, who face for Sega Europe,

—Hi is providing the particularly as Dreamcast

Dreamcasts on-line launched on time in the US,
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Zombie Rev
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Around the World
Keeping you bang up Co date with Dreamcast
happenings in Japan and the USA, here's our
regular trip Around the World...

Born in the USA The Keyboard of the Dead!
One of the strangest games announced at the

Tokyo Game Show in September was The

Typing of the Dead: Keyboard Masters From

Sega itself. This is basically The House of the

Dead 2. but with a keyboa
" gun! The game h

uiwuioSe kids to learn to <.y

it will help Sega sell more Drea

irks by asking the player t

the better the shot you i-^

"Original projections w
consoles by the end of tne year

,

by 31 March 2000,- said Sega Ai

president of sales Chri

"We're very happy,"

:

Bellfield. When asked what he thought aboui

the threat that Sony and Nintendo's future

consoles might have on the Dreamcast, he

replied: "We've got a good 12-15 month
head start."

lugh Toys R Us

ole by 1 pm on

Shenmue
Delayed... Again!

Stalling Software
Unfortunately there w
US launch of Dreamc

lajor culprit, but the con

'Ople to call ,

here as yet: AemWings, Airforce Delta,

Stinger, Cart: Flag To Flag, Millennium bo

Expendable, The House Of The Dead 2, Hydro

Gold, NFL Blitz 2000, :
HE*M

i ift^fl

</OER Motorsports

HardCore Heat.

Battle Of The
Demo Discs
\ With Sega of America and Sega Europe having
.-'" both released demo CDs of Dreamcast software,
we thought it was about time we put these demos
through their paces and compared the two.

Sega of America
Title: <y<;ator Volume One
Playable demos: Si ,i,ic Adventure. Sega Boss Fishing, Chomp Car
Racing: Flag To Flag, The House Of The Dead 2, Ready 2
Rumble. Monaco Grand Prix. Power Stone.

Mmries: NFL 2K. NBA 2K. Hydro Thunder. NFL Blitz 2000.
Design: Big clunky industrial dial that loudly

turns and grinds when you select a

game's logo. ^^
Comment: Playable demos outweigh ^H HaHl fl
movies - a top design interface 1

Sega Europe
Title: ..-.TnOrj Volume One
Playable demos: h ;, Commander. Incoming. TrickStyle, Ready 2
Rumble. Monaco Grand Prix.

Movies: Vtnua Fighter 3tb. Red Dog. Tokyo Highway Challenge.

Power Stone. UEFA Striker, Snow Surfer. Sonic Adventure Sega
Rally 2.

Design: The flowery name Fits in with the wet design of the

demo interface. Oval-shaped logo, bubbles float in the air.

Comment: More movies than demos - the interface is instantly

forgettable.

Whilst more games are represented on Sega Europe's DreamOn
- 14 compared to Generator's 11 - the fact that more are

playable on Sega of America's effort drastically swings the

comparison in Generator's favour. At the end of the day. no
matter how good the movies may be. the first thing you want
to do with your new console is play games on it. So, it is

obvious that the disc with the most playable demos on it is

going to win.

It is also curious to note that Sega Europe has not included

any playable demos of its own titles on DreamOn - like Sonic

Adventure. Virtua Fighter 3tb or Sega Rally 2. In comparison,

the majority of the demo material on Sega of America's

Generator is first-party generated.

Unfortunately, neither disc included a movie of Shenmue. the

one game that is guaranteed to make cynical gamers' jaws drop

.
- a missed opportunity for Sega there!



n I Time For Halloween EB's Dreamcast@Midnight
i so high For Dreamcast Chat Electronics Boutique had to •

1 get their:

previous records, which will no doubt be encouraging news for Sega Europe.

Suzuki Alstare

Extreme Racing

Watches
\ The kind people at Ubi
.*' Soft have given us 25

really impressive Suzuki

Alstare Extreme Racing

watches to give away to

lucky Dreamcast Magazine

readers. All you've got to

do to win one is answer the

Following easy question...

QUESTION:

Name the limbless

goon character

from Infogrames.

Send your answer on a bizarre

postcard to us at this address:

Suzuki Competition,

Dreamcast Magazine, Paragon

House, St Peter's Road,

Bournemouth BH1 2JS You

should make sure your entry

\ Sega and LucasArts
/* recently announced

they were working

together on a new Star

Wars arcade machine. It's a

sit down racing simulation

based on the pod race from

Star Wars: Episode One,

iimilar to Star Wars Racer on

the Nintendo 64 and PC.

IThis
is no direct port from

other systems though -

LucasArts is working on a

new improved racing game
that runs on a modiFied

version oF Sega's Naomi

arcade technology. Those oF

you in the know will already

be aware that Naomi is a

Dreamcast with more RAM,

so a home version of the

arcade game is already on

the cards from LucasArts.

Sega and Lucas have

worked together before, on

the Star Wars Trilogy arcade

machine, but with the new
game being worked on for

Dreamcast, a conversion of

Star Wars Trilogy for the

home seems unlikely. Never

mind, we'll soon be feeling

the Force on Dreamcast!

reaches u i later rh,

Goesllaomi



Ubi Soft Signs New Racing License

Mad Catz" V
Gets ts Claws
into Dreamcast
..Top peripheral manufacturer Mad Catz has been busy creating

.-' a new range of joypads, guns and steering wheels for
Dreamcast and it's ready to share its inventions with the rest of
the world. It li,"is t

h
r

_' T.nn pi i»-;i !> '-rii../ n . •.'iip'r'jii: .,'.,., rh the consok":

on 14 October.

The Dream Blaster gun follows a similar design to Sega's own gun ana
s of course perfect for use with games like The House of the Dead 2 It

has a socket on the back tor a VM unit or Vibration Pack to be inserted and
s good grip for all us would-be zombie slayers The Dream Blaster will

retail For £24.99.

For £19.99 you'll be able to get your hands on the Dream Pad. Now
Hits is one cool piece of kit. and bizarrely it comes with six buttons instead

:i the usual four that the normal Dreamcast pad has. These extra buttons
are to help you out in fighting games - you can program them to do
whatever you want!

Driving fans will be happy to learn that Mad Catz has used its expertise in

creating top quality steering wheels for PCs and consoles to come up with the

definitive wheel for Dreamcast. The Dream Wheel has a great gear stick and
vibration built in. the buttons are displayed in strategic places on the wheel
itself and it even comes with foot pedals! You can pick up one of these for a

mere £34.99. We'll review all this kit m-depth in a feature next issue.

Kit Out Your Dreamcast
Dreamcast Magazine and Mad Catz have got together to make sure our
readers have the best kit available for their new Dreamcast. We've got boxes
fun of Dream Pads. Dream Blasters and Dream Wheels to give away to the
lucky readers who can answer this question...

QUESTION:

Name the mad cat who lived in a trashcan and
had a friend called Officer Dibble!

Send your answer on a postcard to Mad Catz Competition, Dreamcast
Magazine, Paragon House, St Peter's Road, Bournemouth, BH1 2JS
Once again, you should make sure

your entry reaches us no later than

30 November

PC Games Heading
For Dreamcast pcdc
> There's no doubting that one of Sega's trump cards in the console wars is the fact that the
Dreamcast runs a PC operating system. Games can be converted in a matter of weeks! In the
second instalment of our regular column, PCDC, we present a look at what's being converted from
PC to Dreamcast. and throw in some wishful thinking too!

QUAKE III: ARENA] RAINBOW SIX~| STARCRAFT

1

Guilty Parties >
id Software, Act i vision

What's il all about? >
The third instalment in the

legendary id Software first-

person shoot-'em-up franchise

embraces the multiplayer

genre more than the previous

Quake duo. As its name
suggests, QUI is concerned
with adrenaline-packed arena-

based action, where players

duke it out with computer-
controlled opponents.
However, the real big deal

about the Quake series is that

it incorporates Net play, so

you can frag merry hell out of

fellow on-line gamers.

What's it all about? >

wnen s n coming.' > Hard
to say, as it has still to be
definitely confirmed.

Apparently initial talks

between Sega and id broke
down when Sega refused to

sign id's non-disclosure

agreement. Don't panic

though, as Sega would be a

tad stupid not to get this

essential showcase for its

lauded Net gaming option on
the shelves.

The Bottom Line>
Big guns and Net multiplayer

equals big fun!

i on its progress has been
it of late, following Seea

that it has delayed II

gaming service.

Guilty Parties >

Blizzard Entertainment

What's it all about?>
Opinions are split amongst the

gaming fraternity over which
is the greatest real-time

strategy series: Command &
Conquer or StarCraft.

Personally, we prefer

StarCraft, and there haven't

been many games that have
kept us in the office for so
long after work. This is down
to StarCraft's excel lent

multiplayer Net option,

meaning that up to eight

players can duke it out over

hostile alien worlds by
commanding one of the three
alien races: Terran (redneck

humans), Zerg (Gigeresque

aliens) or the Protoss (techno

warriors).

When's it coming?)
We spoke to Blizzard about
the possibility of a DC version

of StarCraft: "We have not

decided which console

machine we will use for our
next game, 1

' revealed Blizzard.

"We are looking into all the
many options."

The Bottom Line >

Command dr Conquer meets
Aliens.

wm



American arcade racing
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in true hot-rod spirit m X &^^^\
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The official racing game

of the Suzuki Alstare Team

COMING SOON

Cutting edge racing simulation game

COMING SOON

1 D

RACE STARTS OCT '99

Dreamcast
Ubi Soft
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It's Thinking
With Dreamcast about to launch
in the UK on 1 k October, receiving
a price drop in Japan and selling
like wildfire in the USA, we
thought we'd take a closer look at
the different ways Sega have
chosen to market the console
around the world...

•., Marketing the
.-* Dreamcast was never
going to be an easy task

for Sega. Afrer Failing

abysmally with the Saturn due

to a high level of arrogance, and

a machine that was tricky to

program, they have the

unfortunate position of being

the underdog to the all-

powerful Sony and its sidekick

Nintendo. The once mighty

company can definitely create

some breathtaking games, but

they area little lost when it

comes to hardware. Their only

real success has been the Mega
Drive, and that was longer ago

than we care to remember. Mow
they have a chance to start over,

to Finally get the Formula right

and turn Dreamcast into the

mass market success it deserves

to be - and this could be their

last chance!

1 2 Drpe3mc<3£.r Maqd^ine
|
Issue 2



Powerful

Imagery
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Each barber has a soldier and

a shaver, and they compete for

first place. The end of the ad

. :e over chat claims.

V : play games, why don't

w-e piay together?" with the

sli^gaf. *Up to 6 billion players'.

The ad itself is quite eye

catching, and significantly

different to any videogame

company ad that has come

before it. In our opinion the

only thing that lets it down is

the rather weedy voice over,

allegedly from Malcolm

McLaren of all people, that

spoils any effect the hard-

hitting visuals could have had.

Continuing the 'players' theme,

the second ad from Sega

Europe depicts a bunch of kids

on some European shoreline

throwing stones at a buoy out

at sea. Again the picture is

freeze framed on each boy

their player number underneath

them, then they start their

contest. None of them manage

to hit the buoy, but a lone kid

with a slingshot, who they've

been ignoring up to now.

comes along and hits it first

time! Again, the slogan "We all

play games, why don't we play

together?" hits to finish the ad.

This, and the barber's shop

ad. show that Sega are serious

about pushing home the idea

that Dreamcast is a collective

experience, and not a console

to be played with alone in the

bedroom. The two ads are

certainly impressive, and

although a stronger voice for

the final voice-over would have

helped, we at Dreamcast

Magazine think that Sega have

got off to a strong start. All

they need now is to follow up

with a few ads showing the

great games on offer too!

Issue 2
|
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Anxiety Claustrophobia REM
an play... I "You kno

[1] DJ Sonic mixes up a dance Irack Ini Ihe

Oreamcasi parly goers! [2] Who'd have thought it

- Dr RobDtnik letting his hair down!

ght he... ,»..

"It's thinking."

9.9.99

"It's thinking.'

9.9.99
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•.. Sega of Japan launched the Dreamcast in November
.•'" 1998, almost a Full year before the European launch,

and it was seen as a roaring success. To further boost the

sales activity oF the console they recently dropped the price down
:: v 19,900- that's about £112 to you and me.

To go along with this new drop in price. Sega have chosen to

HUet the console by demoting their 5enior Executive Managing

E j tor Hidekazu Yukawa! In a tongue-in-cheek ad they make out
- H Mr Yukawa has been demoted as a direct result of poor

tales, and he pleads for consumers to go out and buy a

Dreamcast at the new price point. An interesting approach, ,p^
I think you'll agree! ^

Originally aired in Japan, but

i running the US too, the

Apocalypse Dreamcast ad

; human approach
> the fin

Blade Runner-esque theme of

the MTV ads with a story of a

i thief out to steal a

prototype Dreamcast from a

secret lab.

This ad is set in what looks

like a future-Tokyo and all the

speech is subtitled, but this

doesn't stop it being a

masterpiece of hard sell. The
thief tinkers with a computer
before setting off with her

loot, her meddling blocking

radar and causing a jet to

crash! Then she grabs a bike,

only to crash it into a police

car! Ending with a scene where
you can see characters from
every Dreamcast launch game
all animated together as a

crowd, if you don't want to

buy a Dreamcast after seeing

it, you must already be dead!

if

r

[1 1 A futuristic lab hides a prototype

Dreamcast. [2] She may be beautiful, but

sbe's a sneaky Ibiel! [31 This is the loot

- a Japanese Dreamcast In a shiny meial

box! |4] Landing on the bonnet ot a

police car. it could all be over tor the

thief! [5] The ad ends with Sonic and his

pals having a party!

Sega Dreamcast



"Massively addictive, cleverly realised and

simply beautiful to look at, Capcom' s

Power Stone is truly ajewel

in the Dreamcast's crown." Edge 9/1
0*

PowerStone is probably the closest any game on a home

system has come to the coin-op quality that

videogames have alwags strived for." Arcade 5/5*

(Sflre«srov

'. ..:,-..., -./---I'

Dreamcast

5ega. and C

www.eidos.com
IDO!

1 under license by Eidos Ini



Kojalc Crime in the (

And the missing Dreamcast
i

After the slightly over-hyped official Dreamcast
launch party, Sega had the chance to redeem
themselves by jumping on the band wagon of
France's new Dance sensation Kojak as they launcha
their much anticipated new album Crime in the City.

*.T. ft

'^ \ d uM
'A .«2*.-& Ji * Who?

EsS^I

-" So who exactly

are Kojak? Well,

they're the latest

hope in France's

recent musical

revolution, A new
style of funky hip-

' hop house has hit

the country and DJ

Vas, Jayhme and
DJ Greg will be

u heading our way
1 very soon.

! .

1

1 |f- J=—=*
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CANT STOP IT
is out 1 8 October on
Polydor Records.

i 1m

Sm***

'> Dreamcast Magazi

hotfooted it d

.. „.i '8 'til 5 .._..

drink-a-thon' where

trendy promotional

TrlckStyle t-shirt. The pods

and, more importantly, the games, so

hours of Dreamcast action

by Sega, who had cornered hard<

nth.

cornered hardcore gamer

Kojak to find out about t

music and gaming habits

to see if they could shed

Kojak's very pimpish White

d games vas is the big Cr

but I was looking forward

4
w

olydor Records

were very

ith Sega and

=anisation.

out on a great

d there's no

ght was one of

launches.

y for the
".^-^Hki %

re denied

lachines. whk
o be great.

Ut on a

1

..
nd kept their

1."

Photography 4
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With Halloween just around the corner, and
zombies being a Favourite of Dreamcast game
designers, we thought we would pay tribute to

the foul-smelling, ooze-dripping, teeth-

rotting scum that they are, and take a

look at the games that are dying to be
released on Dreamcast!

Resident Evil: Code Veronica

i sA
TV-

^ .^
[11 The zombies come thick and last in Resident Evil: Code Veronica and the

atmosphere is simply electric. |2] This Dreamcast

Ihe best vet. [3] It vol gel this close to a zombie in Ihe game, you can forget reaching

the end! |4| Face creams aren't all they're cracked op to be! [5] He leeds a dentist!

of zombies :hat * vill attack

you play. Drsameast has its

very own very of the game

Code Veronico, which takes

the game erigine to new
heights with.3D|30lygon

background:> instsad of

static backd rops. It should

prove to be the t est

Resident Evil yet. and it's

exclusive to Dreaincast.

coming youi way before



\

•evenge
Recently launched

Zombie Revenge has been

developed on the Naomi

arcade tec nology, which rs

essentially a Dreamcast with

more mem ory, we'll be gettihg

i Dreamca 5t conversion of the

game reall soon.

Gore Rat ne: 9.

nun •inn

If*:.—*t»,-"

The House of the Dead 2

ShadowMan

•1 1

K?>
ill

'V '.

715



Sega's » mw^
decision ^L^^^^
to put the ^^^^^
launch of ^^**
Dreamcast back to

1 k October had
one good effect -

it meant that

there would be

yff^m^Giri

*

even more games
at launch.

They're all here

for the taking...

S—**S?

|

^SOFTOGRAPHYI

ESSEHTIALINFOi
i.'.|.'i||'..'.l..'l'i.ii^WI

„»ge complete I

Take a trip to the Deadside
with Acclaim's sinister and
deeply disturbing conversion

of this console hit.

I ESSENTIAL INFO
|

If a game scores over 90%
I then it gets awarded a

Dreamcast Magazine ULTRA!

Watch out for this logo on

your game's packaging and

n the ads - if it carries this

I logo it can't be half bad!
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IWEBSIIE 1 COMPLETE GAME LlSfl

GAMEPLAY—i
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ShadowMan

Worldwide Soccer

AJone in ttie Dark 4

WWF AttitudiT

Deep Fighter

Furballs

J4 MDK2

J7 NBA 2000

28 Evolution

J9 South Part Rally

JO Chef's Lm Sliaclr

34 F1 World Grand Prix

EVERY. NEW DREAMCASt GAME

i" J

V
~^(v)-_v(61

]

e've got another excellent batch of Dreamcast
up for review this issue. The cop ranking

Ting chick and Fast, and you'll Find all the—d to make an inFormed purchase on these pagi

nanitmmwmK]

Red Dug

Speed Devils

Soul Calibur

Toy Commander

TricKStyle

Pen Pen

48 SuzuM Alstare

52 Extreme Racing

54 Buggy Heat

58 Blue Stinger

60 UEFA Striker

COMING SOON TO ft DREAMCAST NEAR YOU

r^= |{] sir -*J -..

f

1

:
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Dynamite Cop 92 Jeremy McGrath

HFL Ouarlertiack Hub 2O00 94 Super Cross 2000

Title Defense 94 Planet of ttie Ages

HakenX 92 Carrier

Gundam Side Story 0079 94 Felony Pursuit

i Arcatera

! Outcast

Roadsters

Worms Armageddon

96 SnowSurlers

96 Stupid tuners

96 Big Bang

96 Fighting Force 2



There's a storm coming of
apocalyptical and paranormal
proportions. The prophecies of

the end days are true, and a new
kind of horror needs a new kind

of hero. Enter the ShadowMan...

Dreamcast Magazine was confirmed that there will r
"

invited up to deepest, darkest no changes in gameplay fr

from Knightsbridge back in August the PC (a c

...), ali the blood, gore

Vlan - and the good Dreamcast. But for the

fecf SWARM, to stunning as the PC one! ShadowMan all about?

at ShadowMan. Although the build that

latter has chalked up Dreamcast Magazine took for a

; only thr

64. and the good news for \

; is that this the game I

' ;60%

i

& ..

wfm

^k^i,

%*
acclaim
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"Dreamcast Magazine was invited up to deepest, darkest

Knightsbridge to be the first videogame magazine in the

world to see the Dreamcast version of ShadowMan. .

."

[2] Our man leRm upsets the RSPCA with his exploding dog party ttlck.

m
jjm * bS^w

Not Your Average

Superhero
*s comic book superhero

origins go, ShadowMan got a

bit oF a bum deal. Whilst

5oider-Man was merely

nibbled by a radioacth

and Batman just work

lot and bought some 1

gadgets to fight crime

old Mike LeRoi had to

before he could obtair

superhero status. Oh,

re spider

ed out a

jnique

:. poor

die

and he

YW* had a mask woven int

by a voodoo priestess

However, the one

o his ribs

/ X as well!

thing 5

f*. m i [3] Check nut the gorgeous rendered

suuset. it's just like helng there!

[4] Here t

Of Deadside. [5] It's dark. It's violent.

It's lun! 161 Killing the dead In Deadside

allows Mike I

!-.k

ild a gun-wielding undead

the bejeezus out of any hitm

J ShadowMan isn't your

average superhero, ar

' ks like Acclaim's latest

;e is

would you Feel if you were shaping up to be not your

confronted in a dark alley by average Dreamcast game.

developed by Acclai

Teeside (the
J~*

Lord oF Deadside -

From Netti



HORROR HEROES
> The Apocalypse is coming. >^h»
and the legion of Che r"

59* imm

Mike LeRoi

(aka ShadowMan)

through the use of his teddy
i opens a portal i

the dead (no, really!)

," explains Acclaim

i Teeside's Guy Miller.

iero's a dead guy, and

lemies are dead too -

ial killers. Mike's

if
771

m
gj

ning her

snake's body is

ShadowMan's
Oirish' advisor

on all things

deceased. He sp

U
stereotypical Irish accent in the

comics, so how this will

translate to the Dreamcast
could be interesting.

26 Drecamcca^ MtaQdidne'

i Liveside - and bring

c the Apocalypse. And

Cv Jto

^ *
-

-e a butchers at the . .

.

'. LeRoi better be nippy il he doesn't

want lo end up on the business end of those

;. [21 ShadowMan makes ose ot the

Dreamcast foi some gorgeous visuals.
I

off in the swamplands, and has

to meet up with Nettie in a church. [4]

Studios Teeside a

Ooo. devious! Dreama
Magazine will bring yo

review of ShadowMan



Football. What a great game it is.

Millions of people would obviously

agree, that's why Silicon Dreams
have really pushed the boat out in

creating Worldwide Soccer 2000,
for Dreamcast.

Worldwide
Soccer 2000

Polygon Power!
Saying that the game is

graphically sound is a bit of an

understatement. With over two

and a half thousand polygons

per individual player (the most

ever!) the teams look practically

lifelike. Each stadium has been

rendered superbly, with fully

animated crowd movement and

flags. All of the graphics are

pushed around by a massive

engine that burns off 50 frames weather is |Ust graphically

a second, with no slow down. different, in Worldwide Soccer

Sound is usually an 2000 it actually affects the way

understated issue when it the game is played.

\ Released through Sega,
.•"" Worldwide Soccer 2000
boasts an impressive

control system that

provides fluid movement,

with instant player

reaction. You actually get the

moves when you press the

button, not when your player

decides he's ready. This system

handles the two levels of

control that can be chosen.

The Voices of Football

Both beginners and advanced

players can select the style best

suited to them. With beginners

controls, expect straight

forward shooting, passing and

tackling. With the advanced set

up. you can perform

combination moves and deadly

passing tactics.

comes to football games. Not

so in Worldwide Soccer 2000.

Sampled, authentic crowd

chants have been included, and

ball noise and atmospherics are

sharp and believable.

A special feature in the game

is the dynamic weather. Unlike

Silicon Dreams' Worldwide

Soccer 2000 looks like the

definitive football simulation on

Dreamcast. It's one game that

could have you forking out for

those extra pads! We await its

release with anticipation. Expect

to see the exclusive, full rf>~\

most football games, where the review here first.

game
ithout the obligatory guest

commentary. Supplying the

vocals this time round are none

other than Peter Brackley and

James Richardson, from
Channel Four's Football Italia.

Joining them is BBC Radio

Five's Trevor Brooking.

Ball noise and atmospherics are sharp and believable!"

Issue 2
|
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One of the most terrifying trilogies to grace

our screens is being revived. Alone in the Dark
scared the living daylights out of unsuspecting
gamers nearly a decade ago. Now it's back and
looks more terrifying than ever...

"A fair quotient of

brown trouser

moments to

cherish..."

II] Swing f« your super! Edward s been working-out since his last jaunt in a deserted ghost

1 town. [2] Scary Maisini tor sale. One previous owner. Contact N Bates lor a guided tour.

Alone In The Dark 4
Sinister Suspense

nd as we write. What we explains Antoine Villette

tell you is that Alone A will DarkWorks. "Light and

Reading between the lines of garr

tainly isn't resting o

laughter laurels as DarkWorks, I

ired the Developer of Alone in t .

thing antics Dark 4 intends to prove. As

rig the

ation. unbearable

i, angles that

"Fear will be built up thanks

iere, a heavy gamers a

a compelling story

Fg°jiie3%£gjigQI

uhh
retina KB1

tnrogrdmes

intense, spooky atmosphere.

[4] Ridley Scott would be

inspired by the beautiful use ol

Hint and dark in alone lo The

Dark i. 151 Welcome. Stay a



Forget old ladies swinging handbags on a Saturday

afternoon - this is the roughest, toughest wrestling

we've ever seen!

WWF Attitude
v Love it or hate it,

.•'" there's no denying that

wrestling sells. The fact that

a bunch of sweaty men

pretending to punch each other

can pack out a 20.000 seat

arena or keep people glued to

the box at all hours of the

morning might sound odd. but

it works. It's no surprise then

that of all the best selling sports

videogames, wrestling games

are up there with the big boys.

Gimma A Hell Yeah
And here comes another one.

With the import market flooded

with unrecognisable Japanese

Wrestling Federation titles.

Acclaim has brought out the big

guns with a conversion of the hit

Play5tation/N64 game, WWF
Attitude. It's a flawless

conversion of a highly successful

fighting-fest with plenty of slaps,

kicks and special moves besides.

As you'd expect from a next-

generation title. Acclaim has

pulled out all the stops to make

WWF Attitude look gorgeous.

Each wrestler has their own

entrance style and music which is

identical to their real-life

personas. If you don't like that

though, you can always make

your own character who will act

as you want them too with the

Create-A-Wrestler feature .

Laying The

Smack Down
Of course, this only adds to the

already huge number of

wrestlers in the game. With

over 40 different 'sports-

entertainers' to choose from,

each with their own series of

moves and special Finishers,

it'll take a while to take every

one to the pinnacle of their

> You've got to admit, these

guys are big. And even

though they're only acting,

you certainly wouldn't want

to get them angry!

[1] Altogelhei now. . . eveiyboily say "Ouch!' Three Dn-One matches really aren't the

lairesl nf lights. . . [21 Whatever this hits, It's bound to leave a mark! Pain is the object

ol the game here, folks.

career. There are also loads of

game modes - various Tag

Team, War and Survivor

matches along with modifiers

like Hard-core weapons. Cage

matches or Falls Count

Anywhere mean that there are

lots of different combinations.

Add to this a thorough Career

mode and the chance to create

your own Pay-Per-View event

and.. .well, it's pretty packed

with features.

People with other versions of

the game might be slightly

dubious but this is certainly THE

definitive wrestling title on any

system. Even if you're only

slightly curious, you might want

to check this one out /S\
when it arrives. "SJ

Stone Cold

Steve Austin

>?J
WWF He preft

down a beer berore knocking

you out with the Stone Cold

Stunner... how civilised.

The Rock
One in a long line of

great wrestlers, he's

the most electrifying

sports entertai

today! Do you smell what

The Rock is cookin'?

ree3mce3£>r Mtagamine' 29
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Coupling 3D dogfighting action, role-playing

and quest elements, Deep Fighter is a genre-
spanning epic in it's scope and ambition.

I

r\

Jla by a well known transport yoi,

Sci-Fi author, with a full off th

il to follow. takes inspirat

You take on the role of a numerous soi

young pilot out of the for the 3D dc

y' defending your Indiana Jont

You are
|

underground civilisation

mder threat from a

ollapsing landscape,— creatures and

it mothership to

ansport your people safely

numerous sources - Starfox,

for the 3D dogfighting,

rendered sequences

between levels (though not

> ^|! JjS

»«-
' ISJ

i i

»>

c^m^^

Let Us Begin...

: flora and ft

id exploration. As you

by completing missions, you

are awarded medals and r.

depending on performance.

There are plenty of NPC
(Non-Player Character) pilots

: and you will

. h them during the

course of the i

:h sufficient

rank, you will be able to

command them.

Also at your comrr

"There are labyrin

fiendish puzzles fc

^-



Tf

have the ability to comr
multiple formations of pilot?

in battle.

[1] Vol

otherwise, are always a pain - keep

away Iron the Burning ash! [2] Deep

HljtltCt IlilS 5

an shoat-'em-op gnmeplay.

.\M0Rfc\N

lapter is practically

II Starts Out As A Sketch



equipped with I

ignets for pushing i

Ming and I

are also huge bosses.

the player to the world,

Friendl
> The game boasts a 'virtual ecosystem' - the sun and moon
rise and Tall and can be seen travelling across the sky. Light

breaks the surface of the water and the water level rises and
falls. In some cases this can help solve puzzles, but it also
means some areas are inaccessible at certain times. The
'ecosystem' extends to the creatures too - every one has it's

own prey and predator. Shoot too many fish and nastier

creatures that are attracted to the blood will start appearing.
The world's physics are particularly realistic and this is

tailored into many of the puzzles. You can stun the fish with
tranquillisers, hook them with your grappling hook and drag
them around, although they can often be much larger than
your craft, so when they wake up they will start dragging
you around instead. The physics have also been used to

create one of the many multiplayer sub-games (no pun
intended), Rock-ball, where two (or more) ships can play ball

with some of the debris scattered around the ocean floor

A Sight To Behold! Z > strengths. \

others. fighting styl<

_:unning. Deep Fighter's

technical data reads like

wish list of snazzy featt

The lighting and S|

fogging to full dyr

ured lighting and

— id here. ....—
I
a tip of the iceberg. Deep

firing a flare into a dark plethora of post- processing Fighter uses a
|

cavern and watching it fly sound filters to enhance the bones animatio

from your craft with a little underwater feel. The Al is achieve smooth and dynamic
trail of bubbles behind it as extensive and far reaching. creature a '

it illuminates the area sends from controlling creatures to The Dre

! creating personalities for the going i

^•••.J u ,^ _«...,...._ numerous NPCs. Each to the !-_

the addition of som

irce builder, This looks

3 be a 'Triple A' title a

will finally give consc'

11] The 3D doilliiitini is a really

addictive eleneil ol the game - you

woi't ke able to put it dawn! [2} Nothing

is sale from the lasei aim - even

vegetation! [3] Criterion, (he developers,

ate known tor their sun-games.

1* llMflJ
cantlcipcarion

rcafinq 1

Publisher

Developer

% complete
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Furballs
A ground-breaking, next-generation arcade
shooter Featuring cuddly cartoon characters in

scenes of wanton, gun-toting violence. Cool!

[SBixBcjrapim]

M-Sfi Racing [Dreamcasl]

Formula 1 '97 Championship

Efflpn IPC/PS]

Formula 1 [PCiPSI

Wlz'n' Liz [mega Olive.

Salum/Amiga)

Fan Renins [Mesa Drive/

Satuml

Ike Kiliing Game show lAmfgal

Combat Crazy iCommoiiore 64!

\ Taking a handful of
*' adorably cuddlesome
creatures and kitting them
out with weapons may
sound like every nursery

school teacher's

nightmare, but from a

gaming point of view, it's

ideal fodder for a romper-

5tomper shoot-'em-up.

Developer Bizarre Creations, or

M-5R fame, has been burning

the midnight oil on Furballs for

well over a year, and it looks as

though it's going to knock the

stuffing out of the shoot-'em-

up genre with its visually

stunning graphics and frantic

blasting action.

Featuring pandas, dogs, cats.

kangaroos, dragons and e

rockhopper penguin. Furballs is,

erm, quite unique to say the

very least. But there's no need

to hide under the bed covers

just yet. because the gameplay

craftily does away with visceral

images of exploding innards

and flying limbs in favour of a

visually resplendent technique,

whereby the stuffing of each

plugged enemy flies everywhere

-you've gotta see this

technique to believe it!

Let The Fur Fly!

At the recent ECTS show at

Olympia in London, Acclaim

was showcasing it's latest

acquisition to a select few

journos of which your

"Shoots from the

hip first and asks

questions later...

correspondent was privy. From

the moment you pick up your

first handgun, the screen is

awash with wonderful

animations and colour. Furballs

features amazing cartoony

animation and characters which

display unique character traits.

The little critters are

mischievous and trigger-happy

to say the least.

In the blink of an eyelid, the

entire screen cascades into a

super-smooth state of anarchy

and mayhem - hundreds of

objects, stuffing and special

effects lighting up each

gorgeous location. As the

player progresses through this

third-person perspective

auctioneer the darkly

humorous story unfurls

before you - there'll be

puzzles a-go-go and

snappy cut-scenes aplenty

to keep you in snitches (or '

bandages) For hours.

Furballs shoots from the hip

first and asks questions later

and is testament to Bizarre

Creations approach to

innovative gaming over the last

decade. More news in ^^
the next issue, ^S)

34 Oedmcd&t Mcaqe^inp
|
Issue 2
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Originally developed wtop team Shiny
Entertainment^AfDK has moved on to its sequel,

interviewed developer BioWare to find out more!

working on tf

technology for MDK2 For

^bout one and a half years

-king on the MDK2 plenty of depth.

T
I

Dr. Hawkins' floating space

second wave of Streamriding

$6 Dret3mC(3S>r Me3Qe3
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Battue's Gate (PCI

tcewind Date [PC]

11 Kurt, the hero ol (he game, uses this

Ingenious ribbon chuie lo break his lull.

ly hui how it works is beyond us! 121 The

"Dr Hawkins has the ability to

make even the most mundane
household items deadly!"

f

legged dog armed with

and a wacky professor 1

bottom line is that you

eoine to be able to loo

uzis

The

re

< at

recognise it as the seqi

the original MDK,

MDK is the strongest

jertce. without a doubt.

significantly different

-)lay focus. Kurt's

gameplay is going to be n

he'll be charging aroi

guns blazing. Dr Hawki

something of a kooky

aut way - think puzzles a

s of explosions.

..e-it's BW: The cl .

r arms. Dr the players and the enen

>ility to They're so full of life!

I've had the opportunity to

i nothing short of

ci amazed with

extremely supportive.

toasieM i ne icveii iriLiuue

Earth, space and beyond, :

""""Vs going to be quite a

locales for the

s to visit.

We haven't really given it

h thought at this time.

We're staying focused on when it is released?

getting the game done and BW: I feel that MDK2 is going

are going to consider follow- to repr

ups after the game is

store shelves. gameplay, story ai

It's going to be a

""e
t like wacky ride that '

iWil™ originals from MDK along

The Original and

Best Weapons! fJ3g|
As in the first MDK game. Kurt will Bffil^B!

be using the famous ribbon chute to

stop himself slamming into the

ground, and the dual purpose chaingun and sniper rifle to pick

ofF those pesky enemies. The bizarre weapons, the portable

black hole, the world's most interesting bomb and the smallest

nuclear bomb are back tool These tools and weapons worked
wonders for the first game, so if it ain't broke, don't fix it!

CV2L

-»/£=>

BW: We've found it to be

quite friendly to our
fllllkfUH/innl

Unquestionably it will have
1Jtm LLUmaj

the most impressive games

v
nETiTSiFiiP °ec

•si

>

»*"

Publisher

Developer

% complete

f\
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"Is it real, or is it

Dreamcast?" That's how
the basket ball game to

kick off the next millennium
is hyped and that's also the

question you should be asking!

NBA 2000
\ Featuring all the NBA
.*' teams in silken hi-res,

NBA 2000 (or NBA 2K as

it's known in the US) will

run at 60 frames-per-second

and even feature real-time

crowds who will give you a

piece oF their minds if you

upset them or score too

harshly against their team!

The players will be ultra-

realistic with over 1 ,000 motion

laptures each to bring them to

life. The developers have even

included racial reactions,

ranging from hatred to an

expression that captures a

player's surprise if they score a

siam dunk with seconds

remaining. Underneath their

textured skin, the players also

have bone structure, facial

features and muscle tone, not

to mention hairstyles

specifically designed to match

real NBA professionals!

"Everything about NBA 2000 oozes

qualify, even at this early stage..."

Bounce Those Balls

When it comes down to actually

bouncing those balls around,

great emphasis has been placed

on true collision detection. The

physics modelling has made
sure that the players act, and

react, like real men. The bigger

they are, the harder they'll fall.

in other words! As well as the

players being utterly real, there

are also NBA coaches to

contend with and even 29

stadiums that have been

accurately modelled on real lire

NBA stadiums.

Everything about NBA 2000
oozes quality, even at this early

stage, so it's good to know that

with a new Millennium comes an

[1] With modem motion captuie and Dreamcast's graphics, basketball has never looked

so good! Realistic faces, don't yon think? fl hird's eye view of (he action.
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EVO1ution
An RPG for the Dreamcast. Now, repeat
that last sentence and consider just how
good it sounds! An RPG for the Dreamcast,
an RPG for the Dreamcast, an RPG...

: may just

the moment) gaming history. the parents. I

do with, oh... say, a ** •! U " ^or Mag. ^en<

Role Playing Game? What HBtOBS 3110 nwTUlllBS Luitpol

.vouid it do with the The premise is textbook RPG the tyr„

-Lindreds oF interactive stuff. Mae, our unwitting has other ide<

il

mT8
l Have The Power!

This could be one of the mightiest s^'wS
contenders for Final Fantasy's crown!" <

.*t*\M

L

^pBaEH
H ^J

[11 tt's nol usually wise la chat up girls who stand on street corners, but in an RPG

it's essential! [2] Fighllng In Evolution is tackled in a similar way to Ihe Final Fantasy

games on PlayStation. [3] There are many cut scenes in the game, bui they don't use

FMV. these are real-time scenes that only Dreamcast is capable oil

.*a
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Goin' Down To Ore
South Park enters

the next generation!
This Christmas, your Dreamcast
will be invaded by the occupants
of a redneck Colorado town.
Batten down the hatches, South
Park is coming to Dreamcast!

¥
1

\ Who would have
.-'* thought that a cartoon

about a bunch of

maladjusted, foul-mouthed

kids would become such a

worldwide hit? I ove em or

loathe 'em, the South Park

brats have taken our TV screens

by storm, before deluging us

with a host of merchandise, a

motion picture, and perhaps

inevitably, a videogame.

The First South Pork game

was a bizarre first-person

shoot-'em-up using Acclaim's

Turok 2 game engine. The game
remained faithful to its roots.

largely due to the fact that

Acclaim Studios Austin worked

in close relationship with

Cartoon Central, the home of

South Park. Inspired though the

concept was -with its

substitution of guns, rockets

and knives for catapults, dart

guns and suspicious yellow

snowballs - the all important

gameplay factor was found to

be seriously lacking.

Turkey-Tastic!
There was too much wandering

around killing crazed turkeys

with snowballs (this is South

Pork, remember), and even the

new audio dialogue for each

major South Park character

soon became tedious. As a

result, the latter received mixed

reviews in the press when it

was released at the beginning

of the year on Nintendo 64 and

PC, but whilst Acclaim is

Turok: Dinosaur Hunter IN641

South Part IHW, PlayStation]

currently converting the shoot-

'em-up for the PlayStation.

there are no plans for a

souped-up Dreamcast version.

So does that mean that

Sega's wonder machine will be

South Part-less7 No chance, as

Acclaim has proudly declared

that its next two South Park

games - South Park Rally and

Chef's Luv Shack - will be

released for the Dreamcast by

Christmas. In celebration of the

fact that these two key games

are heading for the console of

choice, Dreamcast Ma&vinf

presents a preview of what

obscene entertainment awaits

you this holiday season.
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Itou'll find all your favourite

South Park characters in

these cool games!

mcast!

South Park Rally
Keep off Che roads, as the South
Parkers have taken up rally

driving. Mario Kart this ain't!

11 ] Acclaim have taken all the best

lameplay elements ol titles like

Nintendo's Mario Parly and added in a

goad sprinkling at South Park magic.

What more could a gamesplayer want?

[21 Watch out lot Ihe aliens around this

ttack - if you gel stuck in their traclot

beam, you'll rise into Ihe air! 131 On the

starling gild the players are optimistic
-

hul Caiman's at a bit ol a disadvantage.

\ The one kind of game
.•*' Dreamcast has in

abundance is racers. From

the serious driving antics of Sega

Rally 2 and Monaco Grand Prix

through to the off-the-wall

thrills provided by TrickStyle and

5peed Devils, the Dreamcast is at

the cutting edge of the next

generation racing genre. So what

can Acclaim offer that will be

that little bit different? How
about South Park Rally1.

Imagine racing through the

sights of everyone's favourite

redneck, white bread town in a

cart as one of the South Park

rescienr 1;? All the legulrirs die

accounted foe including 'big

boned' Eric Cartman, incoherent

Kenny, camper than a row of

tents Big Gay Al and 'M'kay' Mr

Mackey. Dklamcast Magazine

took the game For a spin at the

ECTS videogame tradeshow in

London during September, and

was impressed with its speedy

tongue-in-cheek antics.

Respect My
ifAuthoritah!

There are a variety of tracks to

choose from, like South Park

Forest. Big Gay Al's Animal

Sanctuary and Downtown South

Park, as well as different

weather conditions - our

personal favourite was the snow

"Where South Park Rally really

excels is in its multiplayer options!"

level, an element which appears

to be a tradition amongst racing

games. However, where South

Park Rally really excels is in its

multiplayer options.

There's the no-nonsense

Head-To-Head option, the

objective led Challenge mode

and the friendship destroying

Team mode. South Park Rally

promises to be a great

Dreamcast experience, stuffed

full of little extras like hidden

characters, daft gadgets and

track shortcuts, as well as oodles

of newly recorded dialogue from

South Park's creators. Matt
fi£\

Stone and Trey Parker. *y

iJiJliiMi$1
dnriclpcatlon 1

rearing Nov'

Publisher

Developer

Players

% complete

Eta

<<§)
racing game with added South

Issue 2
|
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Chef's Luv Shack
Trivia buffs

beware, Chef's

Luv Shack is

here and it

looks like it will

change the face

of console party
games forever!

"Engage in a

battle of wits

with a series of

whacked-out

trivia categories!"

% The advent of

.*' multiplayer gaming has

seen an increase in [he

amount of party-style

games developed for home
computers and consoles, the

most popular examples of

which are You Don't Know
Jack! and Mario Party.

Dreamcast owners and South

Park fans will get a treat this

Christmas when the console's

First such party game is released.

Chef's Luv Shack is hosted by

the titular gastronomic guru to

schoolchildren everywhere, and

the game is designed to look

like the kind of tacky American

quiz shows that seem to have

become more prevalent on the

UK television schedules. You

and up to three friends can play

as one of the South Park kids,

and engage in a battle of wits

with a series of whacked-out

trivia categories.

[1] Nd surprises lor guessing who won the pie-eating earnest! Have you noticed Ihe

similarity belween litis mini-game and ihe 'blowing chunks' scene tram Stand By Me?

lobbed at him... he can also

bounce some of them off of his

wide midriff for bonus points!

The pie-eating contest was also

great fun. and like most of the

other mini-games in this

package, requires rapid button-

bashing to be the winner.

Acclaim's plan is to release

Chef's Luv Shock at the same

time as South Park Rally, but a:

a cheaper price as it's not the

most complex game. Looks like

the South Park dominance is

set to continue this ^>.
Christmas - kick ass! (@

As Well as quick-fire question

rounds, there are also a number

of mini-games to tackle, all of

which are designed in the

inimitable South Park style -

Dreamcast Magazine's two

favourites all revolved around

Cartman. The first one required

Cartman to wolf down the cans

of Weight Gam 4000 that were

[21 "No children. This isn't whal I had in mind when I said you should 'tug' la relieve

your tension." [31 Cartman, a spade and four dead pets. Necrophilia may not be

everyone's cup of tea. [4| "And here we have a four-assed monkey, m'kay?" [5] You'll

have to have one hell ol a memory to answer same ol Chel's questions.

1*2 Dredmcd&t Meqe^inp
|



This heavily padded, reinforced,

water resistant, 'lockable Games

Console Carry Bag will safely store

the Dreamcast Console, two Dreamcast

Controllers, all the leads and several

games. It has a detatchable shoulder strap

and a carry handle for ease of transportation

and adjustable inner compartments.

'Padlock not included. (Console Controllers, Leads & Games not included.)

Especially designed with your ream*

^oiATtfeiteetMIIBlim

Services Ltd. 2 Quadeast, Warne Road, Weston super Mare.
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F1 World
Grand Prix
Fast cars, beautiful women, exotic locations...

and Murray Walker. We ambled over to the pit

lanes at Video System to see what's under the

bonnet of its official F1 racer.

WORLD

• X- *^ m̂

g^sTTT^pn

:" a

has enjoyed the kind of

football or the Olympics.

Although deriders oF the

adrenaline-Fuelled sport

claim that a season is usually

won or lost depending on

"Fast, furious and the graphics are

sharper than Ben Elton's rapier wit!"

Li Mr r~ 3^B
'

il hMH
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In The Pits

Keep On Tracking

131 On the grid at Spa in Hungary. All

MWWil
will be able to look behind tn see

hew close ai opponent Is. Useful lor

blockJM

StfKi • Acwpi • lock

> Before the race proper begins, you will be able to customise,

tweak and virtually transform cars for the ride that you feel

it comfortable with. Don't forget, each circuit puts different

demands on the cars, so learn by trial and error.

finally, a ki

where players must rimsn orr

classic races of the past. dntlczlp
As it stands, F1 Worlo

Grand Prix is about halfv

Publisher l Sega

Developer Video

% complete I 609

'apier wit. The controls still

; of play: learr
- -

y in the real thing so V
why bother here? As they slug it out i

stand at the moment, the

" c " ;

-1y sharp, which is attempt to win the Driver ai

jraging at this early stage. Constructors cham

n, in which players can compk

l.fai'S l



www.gamepfa/.com
get more info on all our products on the web...

SALES LINES

0870 444 0999

T

Gameplay has merged
with Wireplay to form
Europe's biggest online

games company and to

enable us to help you |
get even more pleasure

from your games. Goto \
www.wi replay.co.uk

to find out more about

our new services...

INNOVATION! The first ^ 7
console to boast a

keyboard to allow you
to surf the internet. * cn^V
A recommended buy. "

£19.99
official keyboard
plug It Into your Dreamcast
controller port.

Internet compatible
"you will need a keyboard to

gain full benefit from Internet
connection.

visual memory unit

(VMU) £1 9.99
much more than
simply a memory card.

hl-res LCD screen
200 blocks of memory space—

| built in D- pad and contol
buttons, allows for standalone
gameplay

ergonomlc perfection, easy to use and
suberbly fast response. -£1 9.Q9

analog thumbpad & 2 analog triggers

digital thumb pad & 5 digital buttons

2 built in expansion slots

THE ULTIMATE GAMING CONSOLE, CAPABLE

of AMAZING 3D GRAPHICS.
PREPARE FORA GAMING

REVOLUTION.

1 28 bit 3D processing

power that's faster than most

high spec home computers.

Built in 33.6 kbs modem
includes Dreamcast Passport
software which allows tree

unlimited access to the

internet and email. Play

games online and challenge

players across the globe.STOCK and

SECURITY

CHECKS

£33.99
official arcade
controller
to complete your 'arcade' at

home.
arcade stick and 6 digital

buttons

durable design

VMU port built In

leel^^^^W
irtvlna fans^^*

jump pack £14.99
feel every hit, crash,and
shot In a sensory overload.

plugs directly into

controller

no batteries required!!

m
i

official steering wheel
the perfect add-on for driving fansT*

gives full analogue steering.

durable design

VMU portbuilf in.toy.yy

VGA box £Call
plug a pc monltorand a TV
Into your Dreamcast.

Scart Cable £7.99

The Neo Ceo Pocket Colour Is a 1 6-blt
handheld machine capable ofshowing

1 4S colours (colour Gameboy is only
8-bltt and has 56 colours). It offers real
time gaming, a unique control stick

for arcade style gaming and Is

Handheld console . .£49.99
Available in Anthracite, Aqua
Blue. Blue, Clear, Platinum

Silver and Stone Blue.

AM the following Neo Ceo

BI<o Motor Unltron, Crush Roller,
Fata l Fury, King of Fighters; Metal

Slug. Neo Cherry Master, Neo
Dragons Wild, Neo Geo Cup, Neo
Mystery Bonus, Neo Turfmaster,
Pacman, Pocket Tennis, Puzzle

Bobble Mini and Samurai
Showdown.

Link Lead £9.99
Mains Adaptor £18.99

If you are not absolutely
delighted with your pur-
chase for any reason you
may return it to us and we _
will gladly exchange it for
you or send a refund. Simply
ring for an authorisation
number and return it to us

by recorded delivery.
(We will make a small restocking

charge of (A or 10% of the purchase
price and we would ask that you

return the Item In perfect condition.)

.:

O

N BCiM nr.,

OISII WITH CONFIDENCE from

one of Ihe lorgesl gomes suppliers in the

country. Over 315,000 customers so fori

,•—v l«f don dtlrnry fr— of
, i

" ) than* lo UK mainland. We provide

fZS the FASTEST delivery service around:

1 -3 working days mai on slock items.

Next working day delivery from £4.
Orders placed before 3pm are sent

Ihe some day [subjed to stock).

ftjvmenl via cheque please allow 8
warting days for cheque clearance.

1000'S OF HUES. We also
stock games and accessories for

PSX, N64 & other consoles , PC CD
ROM ond DVD.

Other companies moy take your
/— MONET immediately but with
( t/) Gameplay you will be safe know-
^-^ ing that your trcdit card will

UK DREAMCAST GAMES
Due to the immense extra pleasure that you will

get from your Dreamcast by playing games
online, we strongly advise against buying

imported games or machines. You can ONLY play
online with a UK machine and UK games.

Expected for release on Dreamcast launch day:

Aero Wings
Blue Stinger
Buggy Heat
Cool Boarders
Dynamite Cop 2
Ecco the Dolphin
Formula 1 Racing
House of the Dead 2
Hydro Thunder
Incoming
Jimmy White's 2: Cueball
Metropolis Street Racer
Millenium Soldier
Monaco GPSim 2
NBA 2000
Pen Pen
Powerstone
Ready to Rumble
Red Dog
Sega Bass Fishing
Sega Rally 2
Sonic Adventure
Soul Caliber
Speed Devils
Suzuki Extreme Racing
Take the Bullet
iTokyo Highway Challenge
Toy Commander
Trick Style
UEFA Striker
Virtua Striker 2
Virtua Fighter 3tb
World League Soccer

All the games below are expected to be available prior

to Christmas this year. Ring or visit our web site at
www.gameplay.com for a more up to date schedule.

Fighting Force 2
Marvel vs Capcom
Mortal Kombat Gold
NFL 'QBC 2000'
Plasma Sword
Re - Volt
Ready to Rumble
Resident Evil 2
Shadowman
South Park Rally
Streetfighter Alpha 3
Vigilante 8 2nd Offense
WWF Attitude

£32.99 r.r.p £39.99
£ cheapest r.r.p £39.99
£ cheapest r.r.p £39.99
£ cheapest r.r.p £39.99
£31.99 r.r.p £39.99
£ cheapest r.r.p £39.99
£ cheapest r.r.p £39.99
£ cheapest r.r.p £34.99
£ cheapest r.r.p £39.99
£ cheapest r.r.p £39.99
£ cheapest r.r.p £39.99
£31.99 r.r.p £39.99
£ cheapest r.r.p £39.99

I.
1

I U I . -

(23

order h despatched!

Order by credil card, cheque. Postal

Orders or cosh (please send cash in

registered envelope for /our own
protection). Sorry, no COD.

Ini-IiMl
"" " t'l ' I I' Ml, II II' i

5><Cut out this order form and post to:

GAMEPLAY, ENTERTAINMENT HOUSE,

CROSS CHANCELLOR STREET, L£EDS,L56 2TG

...Have you ocdered before? Yes/ No

£

£

£

£

£

.' : ;"'ei. oq'.'' "''
In i- "a-U,v £

(Jrtinnnl NOT DAY DFI IVFSY .-wiinH,- CI M in 1.1 °" £
*mfi* ElMfe,^tehM "" TOTAL £

ChequeD Postal OrderQ CardQ H S [^>jj| ^ Cheques payable

nnnnnnannnnnnannnn expiry-datedd/dd issue no. lli

c

BRITAIN'S LARGEST MAIL ORDER SUPPLIER OF COMPUTER GAM
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE ——•*©'
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[3] JUw approach Ihe first alien base a

ol lighter craft blast off - try to

it then before they go because they'll be

net later! [4] The alien fool-soldiers are

animated and menacingly

on you. Of course, you could lust

[5] The brown, squat

art -lite things pack quite a punch bul

Ml

V It's the future and some
/ pesky aliens are causing

havoc on a nearby planet.

Fortunately you just happen to

he tie commander of a state-

of-the-art Red Dog assault

•ehicle and so you're going to

set things straight!

Red Dog is a shoot- em-up

i: outs you in the driving seat

:-
;
a vehicle that's best

described as a cross between a

oeach buggy and a tank. With

-jge balloon tyres that pivot

^eeiy and a massive gun turret,

Ms machine is a joy to drive

and handles incredibly well. The

over-the-top explosive action

takes place under a thin veil of

purpose provided by the

'mission objectives' you get at

the start of each level but

basically the aim is to destroy

every other moving (and

sometimes even non-moving)

thing that you encounter

Graphically this game can't

really be faulted. Both the Red

Dog assault vehicle and the

alien hordes that you need to

take on during each mission are

beautifully designed and

realistically animated. The

alien foot-soldiers in particular

run around extremely

convincingly and can either be

blasted or simply run down -

the latter method being

particularly satisfying.

Seeing Red
The only criticism of the

aesthetics of the game would

be that there is a little clipping

at times - on the canyon level

for instance, you can drive into

the back of a lorry, only to have

your vehicle pop out through

what appears to be a solid wall,

A pumping techno-track runs

through each level and fits in

well with the frenetic pace of

the game, and the weapon

sound effects are great.

(©'pinion
Argnoaut is famous for

its new technology games -

it was the developer that

brought 3D to the SNES
with Star Fox and the

Super-FX chip! It's done a

great job on its first

Dreamcast game now - Red
Dog is excellent fun! It goes

without saying that the

graphics are top notch with

realistic handling, lots of

speed and some jaw-

dropping visual effects, but

it's the non-stop blasting

gameplay that had me
addicted. You never know
what's going to be around
the ti

trundle along, and i

suspense that will keep you

hooked. Another great

Dreamcast release!

!6I Every so often you come across alien turrets. These

range from fairly small la absolutely huge and you don't

want lo get this close to them! [7] Take out an alien lank

and the only bits left after the explosion are the wheels.

> The alien forces

you in all

different forms. Here are the

four types that you're most
likely to encounter first...

WJIIF'

These big vehicles have heavy

firepower hut both move and lire

fairly slowly. Keep on the go and

pound 'em till they give up!

These guys attack in packs but

aren't very heavily armoured which

means ynu can drive straight at

them and run them overl

although these aliens might look a

little fragile (hey certainly aren't

and they've a disturbing habit of

attacking Irom all angles at once.

Similar to the spiders, these multi-

legged monstrosities are last

moving and pack unite a sting in

their tails. lake em out fast!

Issue 2
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"An immensely

enjoyable blast

em-up that sets the

standard for

Dreamcast games!

In all there are 1 5 huge one-

player levels packed chock-a-

block with all sorts of weird

alien nastiness. In addition to

the one-player mode, however.

Red Dog also sports a rather

spiFfy multiplayer option where

up to Tour people can duke it

out in 20 different deathmatch

arenas. As an added bonus, the

modem allows you to

download extra weapons from

the Net onto the VM unit, and

these can then be used in the

multiplayer game, thus

considerably increasing longevity.

Easy To Handle
The best thing by Far about Red

Dog is the handling of your all-

terrain assault vehicle. Whereas

it would have been all too easy

to make the handling complex

and awkward. Argonaut has

managed to arrange it so that

even an idiot could drive this

thing! The trigger buttons act

as Forward and reverse while

[1] The multi-legged enemies that you

encounter in the tunnels come al you on

any surface so you've gol to keep ao eye

oul. [2| As your vehicle has huge balloon

tyres you can tiavel over surfaces and

angles lhat other craft can't. [3] Watch

out (or those pesky spiders on the

ceiling! Ydii need to make good use of

your turret in these sections.

steering is achieved through the

analogue pad. The really clever

bit however is that as well as

controlling the steering the

analogue pad also aims the

turret on top oF your ATV Now
although this might sound a

little strange it works incredibly

well and you Find that you're in

total control of your vehicle at

all times - which is Fortunate as

with the plethora of irked

aliens coming your way. you

need to be!

At the end of the day. Red

Dog is a fairly mindless but

immensely enjoyable blast-'em-

up that sets the standard for

Dreamcast games to come.

The physics engine in the

game is very realistic and the

variety oF the enemies and the

way they attack - From the

ground, From the air, along

the roofs oF tunnels - ensures

that you'll keep coming back

for more.

As a multiplayer it's fun. if

nothing particularly

outstanding, but the overall

package is definitely a winner.

Keep 'em coming!

Roy Kimber

Millennium Soldier: Expendable

Incom'

rs/lt3Qe3.,dne> Issue 2



THE WORLDS FIRST ON-LINE GAMING CONSOLE

INTERACTIVE

.MSuftMl • [SSSTMflSGEHSSI.

iGflEKHSaii im-8pm SAT 1Qam-7pm o@yK)€fl

r/zj
am;5.30pm

kST DreamcaS

U
t

D
Co
S
risole

CONSOLE

£188bS9 Modem-to-phone cable

Manuals.

ACCESSORIES:
Controller
Visual Memory Unit
Sega Scart Cable
Vibration Pack
Keyboard
Arcade Stick
Race Control Wheel

£18.93
£18.99
£13.99
£13,99
£18.99
E32.99
£42.99

Console Carry Bag

HANDHBLDS JUST GREW UP!
|

R The new NEOGEO J

Pocket Color by SIS

;inns
Co Che following address:

Wizard Interactive
Freepost NEA5485

Harrogate
HG3 3BR

5 In B •xcltlng calounN

CHH4--t-1- l il l+» l

r

a
E
A
a
M
G
E
E
s°

,ss.f§ntf

iu bi

IBS t

^^ Dreamcast J **
.

Games i!

If you buy two or more
games then a further

will be deducted
off the price of

the games!

BIO Motor Union NeoGeo Cup 98 Plus

Crush Roller Mystery Bonus

FatalFurylstContact Turfmaster

King of Fighters Pitman

MetalSlug IstMission PocketTennis

Cherry Masters Puzzle BobUe Mini

DragonsWild Samurai Showdown 2

ALL GAMES JUST £32.99!

m

r* Aerowings
''""

Blue Stinger

5-. q Buggy Heat
Dynamite Cop
Expendable

I RRP £39.

1 4-Oct
1 4-Oct
22-Oct
1 4-Oct
1 4-Oct
OS-Nov

House of Dead 29-Oct
HydroThunder 14-Oct
Incoming 14-Oct
Metropolis StreetT Racer Call
MKGold 14-Oct
Monaco Grannd Prix I 4-Oct
NBA 2000 03 -Nov
NFL Blitz 2000 14-Oct
NFLQBC 2000 OS-Nov
Pen Pen 14-Oct
Powerstone 14-Oct

BUNDLES "T5SS

Ready 2 Rumble
Red Dog
Sega Bass + Rod
Sega Rally 2

Shadowman
Snow Surfers I 2-Nov
SonicAdventure 14-Oct
Soul Calibur 26-Nov
Speed Devils 14-Oct
Suzuki all Star Ex/Racing 14-Oct
Tokyo Highway Battle 1 4-Oct
Toy Commander
Trickstyle

UEFA Striker
Virtua Fighter 3TB
Virtual Striker Ca
Worldwide Soccer I9-Na

Dead + Light Gun £51.99
Fishing + ROD £51.99

order form and post Co:
WIZARD INTERACTIVE LTD. FREEPOST

NEA54B5, HARROGATE, HQ1 3BR
ITEM iJESCR P~C:\

I Signature;

I Tel
TOTAL

CASH [J CHEQUEn POSTAL ORDER CARDQ D

j
CARD NO.DC

mug)
»i\w.wizar"cf-int.rn

PC
games Dreamcast

PLEASE RING FOR A
COPY OF OUR FREE
COLOUR CATALOGUE

c
THE BEST PRICES IN THE UK-

If you do find a better price elsewhere then call us and we will try our best to beat that price!.
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Dreamed
E>pe=ed Devils.

vtmaims
Publisher

Developer

Origin

Price

Genre

Ubi Sort

£39.99

Racing

1 5 October

Speed Devils
Ubi Soft's first Dreamcast racer
makes Sega Rally 2 look about
as exciting as driving a
supermarket shopping trolley!

\ Now we all know that

.'"gambling's bad. Yes. if

may be legal, but it results in

people losing their money, their

partners and their homes... er,

except the lucky Few that win or

course, but that doesn't make it

right! Ubi Soft however is set to

turn all Dreamcast owners into

compulsive gamblers with its

new racing game Speed Devils.

If you had to make

comparisons, then Speed Devils

is most like the Need For Speed

games on the PlayStation and

Beetle Adventure Racing on the

N64. But it's a lot better. What
it has in common with these

games is the size and variety of

the tracks. Each circuit that you

race on is absolutely huge and

packed with all sorts of crazy

short-cuts, features and

obstacles that turn this title

from... well, from a great

racing game into a really great

racing game,

UlTR
Crazy Track Antics
The tracks in Speed Devils aren't

straightforward, oh no. With

each lap that you take you

encounter hazards such as rock

falls, cranes, bulldozers, ramps,

military vehicles, giant

animatronic gorillas, alien

spacecraft and tornadoes to

name just a few. Each of these

features can drastically affect

the way the race runs. You

might, for example, be running

along quite happily in first place

when suddenly a sign flashes a

landslide warning and before

you know it a positive avalanche

of boulders has knocked your

car for six!

When you first begin a game
in Championship mode you are

given the cheapest, most

111 You've doi to watch out lor the UFO tractor beams - il Ihey make
contact with you they scaup you up and send you (lying off course.

12] Take a torn through Hollywood and you'll find all sorts ot strange

obstacles, including an animatronic ape and this Hex!
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It's lap two on the Nevada
track and one of the UFOs
comes to grief.
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Money Makes the

Itl Go Round!Worli

[3] THIs Is the ear thai your sponsor gives you when yoi first start a championship. What
a generous bloke - nol! [4] Once you've lot a bit ot cash it's wise to nip inlo the repair

section ol the garage and get your car back in full working onto. [5] Ydi've not to be
careful on the rickety wuoden bridles or you might tind yourself plunging to your doom

bartered car you can imagine

and thus your first race isn't

necessarily the easiest because

this car isn't exactly a

performance model. So what

you have to do is make a bit of

money, because once you've

earned some cash you can

repair the damage, buy extra

parts and also upgrade to a

better model of car. Which

brings us to the question: how
do you get cash?

©pinion
Great game! That's about

all 1 c. i say on the n ittor

because I need another fix

of the speedy action Ubi

Soft have created here.

Okay, a few more words.
Ever since I played an early

version of Speed Devils over
in Paris with Ubi Soft I have
been in love with the game.
Everything is really well put
together: the cars look

great, the tracks are long
and challenging and the

animation as you race

around is superb. Play back
a lap on replay and you'll

notice hundreds of things

you missed when racing. All

Dreamcast players should
have this game!

Money is earned in a number of

ways. The most obvious way to

get some dosh is to win a race,

but you also get cash bonuses

for having the fastest lap time.

the highest top speed and for

'busting' speed cameras -

which basically involves driving

so fast that when the cops try

to clock you, your speed goes

off the scale. The other way to

make cash is through betting.

Now unfortunately in Speed

Devils - as in life - you need

money to make money. This

means that you've got to earn

some cash the hard way before

you can start gambling. Once
you've got a bit of cash behind

you though the other racers in

the game start making bets

with you and - assuming that

you win - the cash comes
rolling in. The more cash you

get. the better you can enhance

your car and the bigger the

wagers become.

5peed Devils is a superbly

addictive game which really

gets your adrenaline flowing. A
variety of different options are

available after each race and

Once you've raced a few
Championship mode.

and proved that you can
actually tell the clutch from the
brake pedal, the other
characters in the game will

make bets with you. These
could be anything from simply getting the faste
busting a police radar on the highest level. The value of the bet
usually reflects the difficulty of the wager. While you don't have
to accept the bets, they're a good way of getting cash fast and
raising your street cred. Are you hard enough?

the fact that rather than just

buying new cars each time you

can also upgrade your old one.

and can own up to three

different cars at once, means
that there's loads to do besides

just the racing.

The two-player game is as

good as the one-player as it still

keeps all the special features on

the tracks and there are a

variety of different modes to try

which considerably extend the

longevity of the game. When
you compare this to Sega Rally

2. there's just no contest.

Speed Devils takes first place

every time. So stop reading this

and go out and buy it
1 ,^>

RoyKimber (®)

DM Rating 92%

Sega flatly 2

Suzuki Alstare Racing
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Namco is famous for its Tekken
arcade and console series. The
^ company is the undeniable

king of the fighting game
and now Namco has excelled

itself with its first Dreamcast
release. Could this be the best

beat-'em-up ever?

EjQUl Cc3litiur

-'IpMSS
1Dreamcast will never be

the same again.

You know that Soul Calibur

s that little bit special From pjottj

h

* oo

\

<r

VM ^
^£

"Thefighti%mechan...

easy to pick up and play.

1 1 t< .

aB # \S

sss

_•

« K#

[ 1 ] The replays ate incredibly detailed

iple angles.

arcade! [4] I

Sophilia's skin, lads! [5] Mitsiirurji

wins again. Against a girlie. Typical.

NIGHTMARES
.

ffrom shadow image to fully BSttBt HlBII
rendered animation excellence Tko Amaria
in one completely flawless "IB HlCdDB
movement... stunning. In case you didn't know. Soi

Tie and collect

F the playable

\3&%

Get Connected
> Namco is working on

special downloadable extras

for Soul Calibur, but it

won't say what they are just

yet. In the meantime, you
can send a postcard if you
go to www.namco.com.

does it offer an astounding in-game graphk

gaming option is leagues which change according to

ad of its arcade hall parent how well - or how poorly -

erms of graphical and audio the character is doing. These

t Jsm *1W 4-m
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Calibur is

the greatest

beat-em-up
• ever

We've always known Chat

Soul Calibur was going to

be something special.

Namco has been a bed
partner of Sony and the

PlayStation for so long that

when it chose to break free

and develop a game for the

Dreamcast, you knew that

t had something pretty
":-. zing up its sleeves.

Now that game has

arrived, and it is nothing

short of outstanding!

Namco has really beaten

Sega at its own game,
taking an arcade fighting

game and converting it to

Dreamcast. The advantage

ad was that the arcade

version of Soul Calibur was
developed on hardware

ually identical to

Dreamcast. Just think of

the best elements of all

the fighting games you've

ever played and enjoyed,

then double them, and
you'll be getting pretty

close to this masterpiece.

It just can't be faulted!

Namco has crammed ]
a high level of detail

wko the stages. If

you're good you
should find them all!

HI Kilik is the lead chatactet now and la he how

[2] ll vau catch the opponent .it

some major damage. [3] The gai

pretly closely bul wi!h

monster! [5] lis looks like Mitsnrugj has finally met his match!

bit t : bl(

fights using

T*»£j4l

Dreaniast
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DM Rating 94%
With Virlua Fighter 3ih already

I getting stale, Soul Calibur takes

is the best fighting game
li

"

1
1
ever play... until the next one

Power Stone

Virtua Fighter 31b
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GAMES £41.99 UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED

SCART LEAD £14.99 PURU PURU PAK £24.99

REPLACEMENT CASES £19.99

LASER PANTHER STANDARD GAMARS GAMARS MOVIE
£31.99 AND PEDALS pad 15 99 MOVIE CARD REMOTE

£19.99 CARD £39.99 CONTROL

GAMARS MOVIE CARD 003
(INCLUDING SCART LEAD) .

GAMARS PASSWORD CHEAT
NTSC-PAL COKVERTOR ...
1MB SONY MEMORY CARD
1MB MEMORY CARD
4MB MEMORY CARD
UNK CABLE
JOYPAD EXTENSION CABLE . .

.

STEREO G-CON SCART LEAD .

LATESTJAPAJJ
POCKET STATI.
POCKET SKY

..£39.99
. £H.99
£14.99
.£7.99

.. .£9.99

. .£12.99

...£5.99

VCDs ALL £14.99
ALIEN
ALIENS
ALIEN RESURRECTION
ANASTASIA
ARMAGEDDON
AS GOOD AS IT GETS
BLADE
BUG'S LIFE

CITY OF ANGELS
DEEP RISING

DOUBLE TEAM
DR. DOOLITTLE
EVER AFTER
FUTURE SPORT
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HALLOWEEN H2
I STILL KNOW...
KNOCK OFF
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LION KING 2

LOST IN SPACE
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ANNIHILATION
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NEGOTIATOR
PERFECT MURDER
PRACTICAL MAGIC
RONIN
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SIX DAYS SEVEN NIGHTS
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SPECIES 2

SPHERE
THERE'S SOMETHING
ABOUT MARY
TITANIC

TOY STORY
US MARSHALS
WEDDING SINGER
X-FILES THE MOVIE
YOU'VE GOT MAIL

COMING SOON
THE FACULTY
MIGHTY JOE YOUNG
HUSH
HOLY MAN
ENEMY OF THE STATE

ALL PRICES INCLUDE P&P

FOR A FULL LIST, PLEASE
SEND A SAE
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Tel: 0113 230 6007
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UK TITLES
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TEL: 0113 230 6007 or 0113 230 2732
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The game starts with Guthy
playing with his toys, then
his hands disappear!

nmander
power-ups and weapons in the

strangest of places - in the

lounge area, for example, you

can fly up into the chimney in

the plane for some much
needed fuel when fighting the

boss. Talking of power-ups,

they are there in abundance,

and once you've picked one up

it will rematerialise in the same

spot so that you can go back

for it again and again.

It's a Toy's Story!
But what do you get to play

with? There are 35 different

toys which range from jeeps

and cars to fighter planes and

helicopters. Those to be used in

a particular level are allocated

at the start of the mission, and

vehicles are able to pick up

certain household items such as

pens (for missiles} and erasers

i. for bombs) to use as weapons.

Of all the toys, we found the

(©pplnlari

We've all used our

imaginations and played with

our toys, thinking they were
real. Haven't you? Oh, it

must just be me then. You no
longer need your imagination

though, it's all here to be

played on Dreamcast! Toy

Commander is a great

example of the unique

gameplay experiences

available on Sega's new
machine. It looks Fantastic,

has many unique elements

and can't be Found on any
other console. IF you own a

Dreamcast, buy it. If you

don't, but a Dreamcast while

you're in the shops too!

planes the most difficult to get

the hang of, particularly in the

racing games.

After all the missions have

been completed you must fight

the boss of the room. Once

beaten he is yours and you can

use him to fight Hugolin in the

big boss battle at the end.

Hours of Fun

Guaranteed
Although No Cliche; has

guaranteed 50 hours of

gameplay. this could well

increase as you find yourself

trying to beat the mission times

on certain hard levels. The

puzzle elements will also keep

you occupied on the clever yet

beautifully designed levels.

With lour joypad ports as standard,

Dreamcast Is the King of muliinlayer

games. (Z| This giant teddy bear is the

big boss. Hal very menacing Is he? 13]

No Cliche have created a cool cartoon

style for the game. [41 ff you can't

stand the heat...

where you have to climb

strategically designed ramps

and move other objects out of

the way to continue to the end,

and are spurred on by the well-

fitting soundtrack, particularly

on the racing levels.

The game is a dream to play,

with very little slowdown and a

graphics engine which is solid,

producing few glitches. Even

changing through the multiple

views as you view the big

structures is virtually seamless.

The smoothness of the game is

particularly evident in the three

addictive and fast multiplayer

Long tprm plc3u>

games. Although not quite up

to the Nintendo 64's GoldenEye

standard of addictiveness.

mainly due to the complicated

surroundings, there is a lot of

fun to be had, and No Cliche

should be congratulated for

being brave enough to

incorporate a four-player mode!

Due out on the same day as

the Dreamcast console, Toy

Commander is going to be a

big seller. And no, it's not just

For the kids. /p^,
Louise Wells Vj§)

You control troops oF plastic

soldiers and armoured
vehicles who have to take

enemy, though you
need your wits about you.

War
Similar to Strategy, but this

include

Finding submarines in the

bath, for instance, and then

bombing them.

Dreamcjst
Opinion
\M®
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SOUNDS I

GAMEPLAY

VALUE w.

DM Rating 86%
summing up

This beautifully designed piece

of gameplay will keep even
hardened gamers occupied for

Millennium Soldier:

Expendable
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., Abandoning the

.*' standard cliches,

TrickStyle introduces a new
style of race, where the

player is given the

opportunity to take a

hoverboard for a spin.

Previously che domain of comic

books and motion pictures, the

closest we've come to

the hoverboard racing

style in videogames

before was in Wipeout

on PlayStation, and - due

to TrickStyle's emphasis on

stunts- 1080° Snawboarding

on Nintendo 64.

It's obvious that the game's

developer. Criterion Studios, has

put an emphasis squarely on

the 'cool Factor', which is

inherent In the menu design, as

well as the visual look of the

nine playable characters and

racing environments. In fact, in

our humble opinion. TrickSlyle is

one of the coolest and most

stylish looking racers ever - it

even gives the likes of Wipeout

a run for its money! However,

looks only go 50 far, so how
does it play?

60 Qre>omZasjr Waqdzinp
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Well. From the off,

'-ickStyle presents a mighty

:"allenge that will test even

me most ardent and

experienced gamer [it

:ertainly reduced many of our

eading race experts to tears!)

Much has been made of

Criterion's realistic physics

engine, which is definitely a

'emarkable piece oF game

design. However, this also

neans that the hoverboard is

'credibly tough to control, and

wen though in some cases you

can see a hazard approaching, it

can sometimes be tough to

manoeuvre out of the way

without losing speed. Realism

- games can sometimes be a

good thing, but is dangerous

wfien it results in tear-your-hair-

: jt frustration.

The Japanese (racks are the toughest an alter, so Brad and Mia have

their work cut not 12] King and Max duke it out in one ot TrickStyle's iwo

playet arenas. Looks like

To say the game is not

particularly forgiving would be

an understatement, as the

slightest of mistakes could cost

you a race since the Al of your

opponents appears to be tuned

to the Nth degree. For instance,

you're in the lead, going full

throttle, when out of the blue

comes a computer opponent

who whizzes past with apparent

little effort. This Al characteristic

is known in the trade as CBC
(Chea ti ng-B loody-Computer)

,

and to its detriment. TrkkSlyle

has it in spades.

Tricks & Traps
TrickSryle is a brave attempt to

redefine the racing genre, and

the Dreamcast is certainly a

suitable platform for such a

departure. The key factor in

Criterion Studios' masterplan is

to place an emphasis on tricks

rather than just peddle- to -the-

board racing. So. even if you go

Full throttle and avoid careering

into solid objects (and

competitors), it is no guarantee

that you will end up first over

the finishing line. No. if you are

to be the undisputed king of

the hoverboarders, you are

going to have to get tricky!

To introduce you to the

intricacies of the game,

TrickStyle's hub level, the

Velodrome, is occupied by a

kind oF hoverboarding guru,

who pops up all the way

through to either congratulate

you or offer words oF

encouragement. The guru also

oFfers you a series oF

challenges, such as a head-to-

head race with him through a

set oF hoops, or collecting a

series oF energy globes within a

strict time limit. As well as

breaking up the racing action.

these challenges are essential if

you are to successfully progress

through to the later levels.

There are three environments.

or arenas, in TrickStyle, each

with Five levels and a boss race

which are accessed in the

following order: UK. USA and

Japan. The design oF the levels is

truly representative oF a next

Movers & Shakers

Rose has the wind knocked oul ol her sails by an impatient, barrel-rolling opponent.

> There are four basic moves: jump (obvious, right?), luge (Flat

on your back speed-up move), 360° spin (speaks For itselF), and
barrel (on your belly offensive move). TrickStyle's more
advanced moves are learnt in the Velodrome, so it is definitely

in your best interests to pay the guru a visit.

Issue 2
|
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generation title, with a large

mount of background detail.

; :nous technicolour wizardry

s^d cleverly hidden features and

shortcuts. For instance, on the

first UK race, devious players

can barrel roll through Big Bens

©'pinion
It Robert

I've really been looking

forward to playing TrickStyle.

it's one of the Dreamcast

games that has been hyped

up tram the very :

does it live up to all this pre-

hype? Well graphically the

game is spot on. the

characters have perfectly Fluid

novement and everything is

really well presented. The

o is top class with

some really excellent dance

tracks playing to keep you up

to speed. But speed is the

major problem. You just don't

feel much oF it as you play,

and the loading i

levels and menu screens

brings the whole experience

grinding to a halt. A good
booking game, but you'll need

lots oF patience!

route to the finish line. All of the

tracks bear a cleverly thought

out relationship to one another

as well, meaning that where one

track might end, another will

begin. So even though you may
find yourself whizzing by

familiar locations from previous

tracks, the designers have

ensured that you won't feel

cheated, as you'll race them

from a different viewpoint. In

fact, the level design is

TrickStyle's ma|or strength, and

Dreamcst Magazine takes its hat

off to Criterion (devious buggers

that they are). The boss race in

each arena is a test designed to

see how well you've mastered

the trick elements of the game
- and like the races themselves,

they are incredibly difficult to

master successfully.

All Style?
There were plans to incorporate

an on-line gaming mode into

TrickStyle, but due to the fact

that Sega has had problems

sorting out its Net capabilities.

there is only the two player

split-screen option available.

Surprisingly, this is one of

TrtckStyle's weakest features,

with slowdown and restricted

view being the two major

stumbling blocks. Hopefully

Acclaim will release some sort

of patch or expansion pack

when the Dreamcast finally

goes on-line, so that expert

Trickstylers can duke it out full

screen over the Net.

Whilst TrickStyle is an

admirable Dreamcast debut

from Acclaim and Criterion,

there are a number of factors

that prevent it from being a

truly great experience. Speed

freaks will be disappointed as

TrickStyle is not really a high

adrenaline experience, but then

the emphasis on tricks indicates

that this could be a deliberate

move on Criterion's part.

There's also the disappointing

multiplayer, and the game's very

high difficulty level.

TrickStyle is a great visual and

aural showcase for the

Dreamcast, and is indicative of

the console's future potential.

but as a game it's good but not

great. The fact that it

iQfflrfalgTjarjgijj

title has perhaps resulted in

TrickStyle being rushed out

before some of its kinks were

ironed out. However, if its

Dreamcast debut is anything to

go by, Dreamcasi Magazine

predicts great things from

Criterion in the future.

Stuart Taylor
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CoolBoarders Burrrn

Soul Calibur

Buggy Heat

King of Fighters 99'

Shotoku Battle

Street Fighter Zero 3

Aero Dancing, Blue Stinger, Get Bass*, Godzilla, House of the Dead 2, Marvel vs Capcom, Monaco G.P.2,

PowerStone, Puyo Puyo, Psychic Force 2012, Redline Racing, Sega Rally 2, Sengouki Turb, Seventh Cross,

Sonic Adventure, Super Speed Racing, Tetris 4D, Virtua Fighter 3TB 6> morel!M (s^M^A®,
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SSL Encrypted secure online ordering at the lowest prices anywhere in Europe! For the latest news, reviews,

previews 6> amazing special offers, join our Dreamcast mailing list! Just visit our website at:

£44.99 Dreamcast console £149.99 Arcade Stick £44.99
£44.99 Dreamcast & all leads £174.99 Controller £24.99

Dreamcast 6> all leads Lightgun £29.99

£39.99

£44.99

Inc any* game £199.99 Rumble Pak £24.99
"excludes HoD2 & Get Bass box sets V.M.S £22.49

£39.99 (§§feO@g & ©sM
£44.99 Pal Converter £24.99 Stepdown P.S.U £11.99

efeofe RGB cable £19.99 S-VHS lead £24.99

Online prices may vary from mail order & shop prices, all prices subject to stock & availability, EfcVOE.
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ui Calibur USA .... £44

dc Style USA .... £44
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>E31 7TX.

.... £30
j

DVDs
All Region Free
Sony DVP M35 .... £370

Colleclables

Austin Powers 2 Figures .... £14 each

Bruce Lee Figures .... £20 each

2 .... £10 eoch

!0each

I Mi £14 each

ion 1,2 & 3 .... £10 ecu

Not Including Darin Maul (Call for price

1485 570256 W.MADEIRAGAMES.COM
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Suzuki Alstare Extr
Four wheels are

for wimps. A real

racing fan is just

as at home on
two - travelling

100 mph, into

a brick wall!
has been working closely with distances, and the purists

Suzuki to faithfully recreate 'inside' view which tilts dizzily

the bikes from actual Suzuki as yo" K*'

technical data, 3-D models you f'

and videos. Members of the Suzuki offers 1 2 separate

Dreameasj

e racing. The setting t # i ft # i

around real bikes and TO13 1 LrOlluOl

uinnmunai •-'ww" ra^^epp TrickStyle, returns with a Team. You start off at the

Eau^uki Airfare* re-

t=xlreme> Racinq M

Suzuki the whole game has

- —(orked for

lational release.

Take a L
Crite

VM
»•>]

uki Alstare Extreme Racing
fully ijpports the VM unit,

enabling players to take their

game data with them.

earn a place on

Suzuki Team. A Seru

increasingly powerfi

become available to you frc

the GSX-R600 r- 'h~ r-cv

R750 Superbiki

n has included lots of options for different leathers

and bikes in the game, but you can't access many of them until

you've won a few races. The leathers you have to choose from
at the very start look a bit like this...

ffr^l\

-

otht

> longevity and

not only analogue steering challenge. Graphical!

but acceleration and braking is a step ahi

..I. This system gives the console racc._. .

i quite a natural feel as emphasis has been p

speed. This was th

TlpC

"Suzuki has plenty for the racing

enthusiast, including an individual

best times scoreboard for each lap!"

- v

[1 ] This Is Criterion - the team behind itie game. They're not really a hunch at drips, it

was raining! [21 The two -player mode works well, liut the controls are tricky! bM
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Racing Rush

you wish. There are many boostei lode the draw distance is standard for otr

.
,. . _d and makes you wheelie one-player mode, but the Sit

through the game too. Bike - these can be control'

I braking ai

sliding scales but are subject Suzuki has plenty for the

.._ ..'ill incur individual best tii

penalties on the others. scoreboard for each lap. It

a H
The game also has a

d player split-screen mode

.--* :* X 3
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1

.

a
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£=1:00:00.0
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si, (Opinion
It has to be said that

Suzuki Atstare Extreme
Racing looks good. It should

- it's a Dreamca5t game. The

landscapes are smooth and

well detailed, there are

hardly any glitches as your

bike whizzes around the

bends, and skies are photo

realistic. All this isn't much
good without realistic

handling to match though,

and this is where the game
falls down. The bikes are

tough to control, and tend to

tip in wildly exaggerated

movements, often sending

you flying over the

handlebars. If you can tame
the beast, it might be worth

amcast

PDS-
B<
LBP you play before you pay!

*u£=i

Dreainai
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Long term play:
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Pen Pen
Never will you see this sort of
madness again. Prepare for the

strangest racing game of all

time, and prepare to like it too!

^%

\ Well, what can we say?
.*" Where do you start when it

comes to reviewing a game

where a hippo dresses up in

cabaret garb then dances the

light fandango through a sand

storm before diving on her

belly and darting down a

toboggan run into a pool of

zombie infested slime? Pen

Pen is the name and it's a

name you should remember.

Maybe even put it on your

Christmas wish list.

On Your Marks...
Originally named Pen Pen

Triathlon in Japan, it comes as a

complete shock that the game
ever managed to blag a PAL

release. Will we Westerners

understand a word of it? Will

we heck!

Choosing from one of six

initial racers, you then enter a

contest that can only be

described as resembling drug-

induced psychedelic

schizophrenia. A Benny Hill

Appreciation Society sports day

with special guests. The Banana

Splits. The races consist of three

skills, hence the Japanese title.

You must waddle, swim and

belly-slide your way around in

your quest to cross the finishing

line first, and each of the animal

characters have specific

strengths and weaknesses. You

won't notice character flaws

during the early stages of the

game though because of the

incredibly easy way in which

races can be won. We must tell

you now, this is an extremely kid

friendly piece of software.

As races are won, so Pen Pen

bursts open and then the true

fun can be had. As a reward for

diligence, dexterity and the

ability to slap hippo bum and

avoid killer rubber ducks, you

are allowed pressies. These

come In the form of flippers for

lESMslBlBCBid

choose a rucksack with hiking pick you will be able to run u

steep sides faster but you'll be heavier and it will slow you
down. The same goes for flippers. They're excellent to swin
with but just try running in the devils!

11 1 Entering this tunnel, you could be in

tar a shock. The walls are lined with

bouncing sides so try and stay in Ihe

middle! 12] The scenery Is stunning hut

don't get loo close!

extra speed underwater, pot-

holing helmets for scaring off

bats and other surreal items

such as afro wigs and paper

hats. They enhance

performance but also add a

greater degree of longevity to

the game, which it is otherwise

sadly lacking.

Get Set.,
The time you do spend on the

four courses will be addictive to

the point of being stupefying.

You will be taken aback by the

thigh-tingling appearance and

lush colours to such an extent

you could pucker up and plant

a wet one on them. The frame

rate is blistering, despite much

of the action requiring waddling

not sprinting, the speed at

which you move is wholly

satisfying and the dynamics

when it comes to snorkelling

could put Jacques Cousteau to

. When he was alive, of

course - most things can put

him to shame in the physical

ability department these days.

Fighting is also a skill to be

harnessed, although the

outcome during a bit of on-

track argy-bargy is entirely

dependant on your strength, so

it isn't recommended. When
you manage to crack the secret

of each track and find yourself

stridently bounding home every

time, you are then given the

chance to race the world

champion Pen Pen. His name is

Hanamizu and he's got that

whole 'nasal-catarrh-phlegm'

problem going on that

occasionally causes him to slip

on his own snot. We told you it

was weird.

Slide!
Unfortunately, despite being

one of the Dreamcast's launch

titles in Japan, the game suffers

somewhat where longevity is

concerned. It is too short to

warrant that continual come-

back appeal, and there are

too few courses to

hurtle around. It's a

burst of pure,

66 Orpcamccasr Meaqea^lne
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"The contest can

only be described

as a Benny Hill

Appreciation

Society sports day

with special

guests, The

Banana Splits!"

unadulterated waddling Fun but

after less than a week you

could find it gathering dust,

which is a pity. Still, consider

rhis. you are unlikely ever to

see anything as breath-taking

and daft in all your game
olaying life, nor will you laugh

as much with any other racing

game. IF you've got a few

marbles loose then you'll

absolutely love it
1 ^g^

Ben

?



w.arpe3rnci t3E,r-gurope.com

Are you ready
for some bone
shaking, teeth-

chattering

action in this

hot off-road

racing

extravaganza?
Then feel the

heat!

so ^uch a mini-game, but as you

, r*i are treated to all the

trsrts of you! buggy just so you

»eeo an eye on them!

68 DredfrxztfHbt MdgcLdnp
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[1] Al first you'll find the buggies hard to

control on sand, but II comes with

i practice. [2] Underground, overground,

f buggying free! [3] Add snow and ice and

you'll got a real roller coaster ridel

\VCi ® D
flS7

D®@0

"You can

seethe

driver

changing

gear and

turning 1

wheel..."

\ One of che First things

/ that strikes you about

the gameplay of Buggy Heat

is that it's unlike any other

racing game that has

preceded. The main theme of

the game centres around a

sport which is becoming

increasingly popular in the USA

and Australia - dune buggy

racing. As you would imagine,

[his makes for some mad puke-

inducing races across all kinds

or terrain - including sand.

gravel, tarmac and even snow.

This can, however, cause

great problems when trying to

control your buggy. For

instance, when you start to

race, the grids are more often

than not on tarmac or some

other hard surface, but then

suddenly you find yourself tyre-

deep in sand. If you don't have

your wits about you. this

sudden change in terrafirma can

cause you to spin 360° and be

rammed senseless by the

competition. This isn't always a

problem, as you will sometimes

end up pointing back in the

right direction, but at times you

will find yourself stuck up the

side of the dune trying to turn

back around whilst the

opposing buggies have long

since speeded over the horizon.

The response of the controls

was an issue which was raised

when pre-release preview tracks

were played and it was hoped

that some of the kinks would

have been ironed out in the

Final version. Sadly, the vehicles

are still tough to control.

Although the makers were tying

to interpret the true feeling of

driving on sand, you'd think

that your buggy would at least

turn the wheel when you asked

it to! As a result, tearing round

A different point of view
>As you'd expect to find in a racing game, you'n
change the view oF the vehicle at will!

The default setting thai

Ibe norm. From this perspective you

can check out what lies ahead ol Ihe

tracks, see other buggies around you

and control your cat better.

This in cock-pit camera gives the

driver's eye view of Ibe road,

although it Is somewhat limited and

you may find yourself gelling basked

around Irani unexpected compelflors.

Here the camera is mounted nn fbe

bumper ol your buggy, and we could

only manage it for a short time before

staring lo feel queasy. Given Ihe low

positioning, your line ot vision is very

close In the ground, and the bumpy

nature of the game means thai

[notion sickness tends lo set in very

quickly - especially if (be vibration

pack is plugged In, Ihe joypad never

slogs juddering]

This Is Ihe view that sets Buggy Heal

apart from other racing games. As

mentioned before, In the replays yoi

can see Ihe driver change gear and

steer. In this view, quarter of your

screen Is taken up by the cockpit view.

Though you'll find il difficult lo

concentrate on the [partially obscured)

road. It's fascinating lo watch as he

changes gear and turns the wheel.

Well, fnra few la us at least...

the courses is only possole

with hugely exaggerated wheel

movements that need to be

motioned well in advance of

any upcoming turns.

Circling In The Sand
However perseverance is the

name of the game and if you

practice for long enough, you

learn to anticipate 'the odd sand

dune that turns 90° on itself.

&
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[1] In great racing game tradition, the tracks are split into checkpoints.

reach them in time, it's Game Over! (2] It you've been used lo PlayStation or Nintendo

64 graphics, you'll be amazed hy the duality ol Buggy Heat. [3] Alone in Ihe desert!

Fine Tuning
Just before each race, when you've learned enough about the

tracks to know what lies ahead, you're able to tune-up your car

to take the terrain you'll be racing on. For instance, iF racing on
the snow of Russia you need to have a bit more grip on your
tyres so that you don't skid around the bends and lose control

on hills, then if you're in Egypt next - cor, the high flying life of
a buggy driver - you're going to want a bit of braking power in

order to win back control on the harder surfaces. Don't worry,
you don't need to know about cars or mechanics (this reviewer
certainly doesn't) - you'll soon get the gist of it.

without ending up facing the

way you came. When mastered

it truly is an engaging ride, even

when you hit the sand dune at

the wrong angle and see your

buggy flip right over. Such

mishaps look'very impressive in

the replay. The camera doesn't

just stick to exterior shots of

the vehicle either - it switches

oetween rear, side and in-car

shots where you can see the

driver changing gear and

turning the wheel accordingly.

Each buggy or pick-up truck

(there are a couple, though they

don't perform much better)

comes with different attributes

- weight, speed, handling - so

you're able to learn the tracks

with a vehicle you feel

comfortable with before moving

on to one that performs better

but is more tricky to control.

Country Roads
Buggy Heat's courses are set

over various countries ranging

from the USA through to sandy

Egyptian deserts and the snowy

areas of Russia. Each one brings

a unique challenge to the game.

Although each track is

representative of its parent

country, we have to thank the

developers for not putting in

any cheesy landmarks to send

the message home. In France

we are treated to an authentic,

but fictional, chateau rather

than the Eiffel Tower which

would look rather out of place

amongst sand and gravel, and

in Egypt there's the odd token

tomb and pyramid.

For a different kind of racir

game that is going to hold a

challenge in order to master it.

you can't go far wrong with

Buggy Heat. However, if you're

the sort of person who wants

to be a master driver

immediately after ripping open

the packaging, you're going to

find that you've got a rough

ride ahead of you.

Louise Wells

I remember playing

Buggy Heat on a Japan

Dreamcast demo CD-ROM
back in March, and thought

that the handling was
absolutely atrocious! Well,

thankfully, they have

managed to sort this out

for the finished game. The
buggies are still a handful

to control, but this is to be

expected when you're

ploughing through sand

dunes at high speed!

There are plenty of neat

touches to Buggy Heat that

set it apart from other

racing games - a viewpoint

where you can see your

driver's movements inside

the car Is excellent, the slick

presentation can't be

faulted and the tracks give

terrain and layouts not

found elsewhere. I found

the whole thing really

playable, and can't wait to

get back to the Dreamcast

for another few laps!

Dreamaas!
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Visions
http://www.visionsonline.co.uk
Phone Sales: 0870 740 8681 Exchanges: 0870 740 8680
Fax: 0113 2613424 Email: Visions@btinternet.coni

fcj ifr H S D S S
UK DREAMCAST

CONSOLE

iCALL

UK DREAMCAST GAMES

VISUAL MEMORY UNIT

RACE CONTROLLER WHEEL

LIGHT GUM
FISHING SOD

KEYBOARD

ARCADE STICK

VIBRATION PACK

VGA (OX

SCARTCAILE

DRtAM OW COHVBtTCK

FOR DREAMCAST

CAAAE EXCHANGES

OR THE CURRENT

LIST OF USED UK

DREAMCAST TITLES

CALL

0113 2612500

USA
DREAMCAST

CONSOLE iCALLJ

USA ACCESSORIES
CONTROLLER PAD
VISUAL MEMORY UNIT

RACE CONTROLLER WHEEL
LIGHT GUN
FISHING ROD
KEYBOARD
ARCADE STICK

VIBRATION PACK
VGA BOX
SCART CABLE

FOR DREAMCAST
GAME EXCHANGES

OR THE

CURRENT LIST OF
USED USA

DREAMCAST TITLES

CALL

O87O 74O 8680

ASIAN DMAMCAST

PACK 2:
CONSOLE t z GAMES

LEAD STEPDOWN
JBS"

HEW ASIAN GAMES

ASIAH ACCESSORIES
CONTROLLER PAD
VISUAL MEMORY SYSTEM
RACE CONTROLLER WHEEL
LIGHT GUN
FISHING ROD
KEYBOARD
ARCADE STICK

VIBRATION PACK
VGA BOX
SCART CABLE

USED ASIAH GAMES

— " .— »..u ~.~ ...u..». _..,. .*,. «../ games or produces not listed!

* Open 9.30 - 9.00 Monday to Saturday, Sunday I 1 .00 - 9.00

http://www.visionsonline.co.uk

NEWAGE
CONSOLES LTD

JUST KEEPS ON GROWING !!!

SALES 0181-686-1680 www.newageeonsoles.com
WHOLESALE ENQUIRIES PHONE THF MANAGEMENT TEL: 0181 686 17(H) FAX: OIH 6S6 0300

:-i-:»ia mciHSTkf-RT.CkOYlxiN.s

UK CONSOLE WITH SCART LEAD + GAME £230.00

U.S CONSOLE WITH SCART LEAD + GAME + STEPDOWN £239.00

JAP CONSOLE WITH SCART LEAD + GAME + STEPDOWN £199.00

EmI l

CALL FOR OTHER TITLES
LOTS OF S.C HAND GAMES IN STOCK

GAMES

AIR FORCE DELTA
AEROWINGS £33.99
BLUE STINGER £33.99 £29.99 1

BUGGY HEAT
DYNAMITE COP
ESPION AGENTS ECALL
EVOLUTION ECALL £44.99
EXPENDABLE E33.99 £34.99 1

FRAME GRIDE ECALL
GET BASS (WITH ROD) ECALL
GIANT GRAM £47.99 1

GIGA WINGS ECALL
GUNDAM ECALL £44.99 1

HOUSE OF THE DEAD tWITH GUN) (ECALL ECALL £69.99 1

HYDRO THUNDER £33.99
INCOMING £44.99 £39.99 1

JEHEMV McGRATH SUPERCROSS CCALL £44.99
JO JO'S ADVENTURE ECALL
K.O.F 99 ECALL £44.99 1

ECALL £44.99 £34.99 1

LCALL ECALL
|

- * '

Harcade stick
icontrol pad
keyboard

i light gun
i scart lead
steering wheel
VMS
VMS LEAD

£38.00 I
£19.00 I
£20.00 I
CCALL I

MORTAL KOMBAT GOLD
PEN PEN

ECALL
E33.99

£44.S9 ECALL 1

POWERSTONE £33.99
RAINBOW SIX G33.99
READY TO RUMBLE
RESIDENT EVIL CODE VERONICA ECALL
REVIVE
SEGA RALLY 2 £44.99
SHU SHU ROCKET (WITH CONTROLLER) ECALL
SPACE GRIFFON ECALL £47.99
SONIC ADVENTURE £33.99 £44.99 £29.99
SOUL CALIBUR ECALL
STAR GLADIATOR 2 ECALL
STREET FIGHTER ZERO 3 ECALL
SUPER MONACO GP
SUPER SPEED RACING £3: 99
TOKYO HIGHWAY BATTLE Stt
TOY COMMANDER
TRICKSTYLE 99 £44.99
UEFA STRIKER m 99 ECALL ECALL
VIRTUAL FIGHTER 3 £3; M £29.99
VIRTUA STRIKER 2 ECALL
ZOMBIE REVENGE

p^p^_pggggjn J
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Approaching a v»
full year since / ?'"

* be kno

the WOrd gOt Graphics. We re all nc

out about it,
m»« thJt ,„n„„

' months or speculation and

nobody has positively mouth-watering

Waited longer xremtoa. Blue SUngcr

to play Blue
Stinger than the |f

Marc
'V
Now that th' UK

-* version is here, you can t

UK'S Dreamcast help Feeling like a kid who

owners. One knows months in aduance hi '

parents have got him the

question - WaS wrong present for C

it worth the T^^lT^r'read all about fi/i/e Stinger

Wdlt? (call yourself a Dreamcast

fan?) think Tomb Ra

II 1 Most i)i Dinosaur Island's human

pnpulaiion is dead, out ihe lew with

some Hie in 111

to hide his peculiar interest in

strapping ynnog Eliot.

> When you arrive on the

island, the first signal that

all is not well comes in the

form of several crushed,

broken and mutilated human
bodies laying around, which

you can inspect with the

look-around view. Incredible

detail, we think you'll agree!

LllirMilMJ
Blue* £>tinaer

Publisher Activision

Developer Climax Graphics

Origin Japan

Price £39.99

Genre Action/Adventure

Release 1 5 October

%

• •••"

denying that a good job wa!

,

VM

. . _.: it's really not over and over, but tr

worth the trouble. way to skip past th<

:rol from our hero, where e

e other characters enough iur im

s cause, making drop itself int<

Down the Pan

"Perhaps the first

Dreamcast game
you'll see in the

clearance bins at

the game store!"

atmosphere that may Oiltfl iMMja tk ij

Opinionyou've killed are loaded in

again along with the scen<

" id objects such as crates

.'turned to their original

positions. Irritatingly, as yi

hings happening,

picking up keys at

intil - oh my God -

,i weedy green

y i <* %
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e Itt gait Is lust m

taslaw!
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Infogrames,

rather

surprisingly, has
pipped Sega Co

the post with
UEFA Striker

emerging
before the

eagerly awaited
Virtua Striker 2,

so it's game on,

as they say.

Dreamed
Utr-A £>trlke=r

UEFA Striker
•., When a new console
."" emerges From the ever-

evolving catalyst of

technology, the average

football fan (albeit one that

also likes games) will

always flash a glance at

how the new machine

handles our beautiful game.
Developed by Rage. UEFA,

Striker is a descendent of the

company's winning Formula that

engulfed the SNES before the

likes of Konami's international

Superstar Soccer hit the scene,

and although much has

changed in the visual

department, a similar engine

can still be found running the

show today. UEFA Striker is

fast, furious and unforgiving to

the novice, but such is the

compelling nature of what's on

offer, you're destined not to

stay a novice for much longer

than it takes big Ron Atkinson

to put his jewellery on.

Ml Soccer names have came a long way

inim the stick men and ion down days of

Sensible Soccer [2] Rage's motion

captured animation Is really guite

:. [3) A shot guide — useful!

For a game that has been

developed in tandem with the

PlayStation version, this debut

Dreamcast soccer game is

certainly a marvel to watch.

The players are big. well

animated and move with

convincing grace, although at a

velocity similar to light-speed.

The sensation of walking out

into the stadium is probably as

close as you'll come to the real

thing (and the crowds are

particularly well defined), so it's

a pity that the controls feel far

too light to make you feel as

though you're actually playing a

proper game of footie. Apart

from the immense speed

factor, controlling them is often

akin to skating around an ice

rink - you know what you've

got to do, and how to do it.

but turning accurately and

performing a task as simple as

intercepting a bail is made
fru5tratingly hard.

Deflated

Apart from the lavish

presentation, realism is as much
in evidence here as a certain

Inter Milan striker who, unless

our eyes deceived us. couldn't

be arsed to turn out for club

nor country! There are a great

deal of other stars present

though, some even look like the

real thing, although Chelsea's

Chris Sutton still bares an

uncanny resemblance to their

previous number nine, a certain

Gianluca Vialli.

Whatever fine intricacies of

the game are missing from

UEFA Striker, it makes up for it

in depth. There are plenty of

competitions to enter (both

with club and international

sides) and a great training

we suspect that this will

actually change in the final

i that you play, but
still raised a few eyebro
when we clocked Chelsea's

striker in the game.
; Sutton, a El "million

' signing from
Blackburn has always
sported a full head of hair,

but, whether or not the

stress of perfor

such a big club has got to

him, In this game he is

completely bald. In fact, he
looks not unlike Chelsea's

previous number nine who,
as we know, has gone on to

bigger and better things!

"Probably as close

as you'll come to

the real thing!"

mode that allows you to fine-

tune all aspects of the game 50

as to hopefully improve your

performance on the pitch.

As a football game, UEFA

Striker is decent enough. It's

very much from the old FIFA

pick-up-and-play mould that is

enough to satisfy the more

casual player, bur for die-hard

enthusiasts, it all Feels a bit too

watered-down to get seriously

engrossed in. ^Ryan Butt ^

VISUALS i

SOUNDS I

GAMEPLAY 72%

•ALUE 78%

DM Rating 82%
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website wwwj-dqpcauk

Incoming^m
Rage harks back to the 'good old

days' of instant arcade action for

its first Dreamcast title.

Dreamcasi
Incoming

-., Rage's Incoming has
.'* gone down an absolute

storm in the bearded
world of the PC fraternity.

Some have claimed that it

almost transforms the

expensive piece of kit into an

arcade machine, pushing those

powerful 3D cards to the limit.

And it must do. because

Incoming is an unashamed 3D
blaster - a glorified Space

Invaders if you like, that plays

with astounding levels of

fluidity and graphical aplomb.

Pick up the controller and for

a few hours you're whisked

away into a totally believable

world... excuse us. make that

worlds... where seething waves

of alien craft try to invade your

bases. It's not just an arcade

extravaganza, however - sitting

snugly in the Options screen is

a Campaign mode. too. Here

the player is invited to complete

multifarious objectives such as

moving from waypoint to

waypoint or protecting a

particularly important outpost.

M's no! all lanks in this game - later an you get to battle il out In sgace ships tool

The explosions in the game are particularly impressive - just gaze in awe at the

power ot Dreamcasi! [31 Lots of variety, hut it's all a bit simplistic.

Reaction Times
At the end of the day it all boils

down to how quickly you can

react to the enemy hoards and

the speed at which you hoover

up the power-ups to destroy

them. If you fancy a bit of human

interaction, the two-player split-

screen option provides ample

opportunities to wipe out the

alien scum co-operatively.

There is an absolute mass of

vehicles to utilise and an equally

impressive array of backgrounds

to test them out on. The

gameplay is ludicrously simplistic

and yes, before long, it does

become a bit samey and force

you to yawn. But considering

Incoming was one of the first

titles to be released on

Dreamcast in Japan. Sega could

have done a lot worse. Stunning

graphics, slick handling and a

fair level of challenge. Incoming

is a prime example of the kick

arse power under the

Dreamcast's lid. /f^
Tom Sargent vS*

Dreantast
#pinion

anl mil simclag O Very inch leeks He

PC game II wis!

Oftysinulistic

DM Rating 80%
summing up "^ii^li^ii^™

Graphically up there with the

best of them, but lacking long-

term appeal. Arcade Fans will lap

it up, serious strategists vuill

Millennium Soldier:

Expendable
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It's time for

you to have
your say. The
Dreamcast
Magazine
mailbox has
been bulging

with all your
letters - keep
them coming!

Mailbox

llSMJiUUs=IsU« and wh * jt

WILL

Mailbox

Dreamcast Magazine

Paragon Publishing

St Peter's Road

Bournemouth

BH12JS

Alternatively...

E-mail: nicki@paragon.GD.uk

Far 01202 299955

Website: www.ilieani-cast.net

Dreamcast

Will Succeed
> I recently picked up your

magazine at my local

newsagent and had to

write in to let you know a

Few of my thoughts on this

fantastic looking machine

Seeing how I'm 31 now, still

playing videogames and being

fortunate enough to own a PC,

PlayStation and N64, I was

intending to read the magazine

just out or interest and then get

back to playing on both my
other consoles.

About an hour later cut to

me in my front room thinking

about who I can sell the

PlayStation or N64 to! Since

then I have had the

opportunity to play

a couple of games

at demo booths in

various stores and

the difference in the

graphics and frame

rate for, say. Ready 2

Rumble Boxing is

amazing. I have been

waiting for this for

some months to be

released for the N64
and like many other

software-starved owners, was

really looking forward to it. but

why should I spend £40 quid

on a version with no FMV,

massively inferior in-game

graphics and. because of the

usual restrictions of space,

feeble sound?

On the other hand, you look

at the Dreamcast's software

line up for the first three

months and other than certain

exceptions it's bigger and

better than Nintendo's

releases for the last 12

months. Sega have obviously

thought long and hard about

the launch of Dreamcast and

have remembered the golden

rules which Nintendo have

clearly forgotten,

Q Plenty of quality titles on

release with, it appears, loads

more on the way and the

support of quality developers.

0NO CARTRIDGES.

Qlnternet support.

QTop quality arcade conversions.

^Excellent launch price.

QCooi advertising.

QLots of software aimed at the

more mature gamer.

Windows CE operating

system enabling companies to

convert some PC titles in a

matter of weeks -an

absolute masterstroke.

With the head start Sega

have on both Nintendo's and

Sony's nextgen machines, if

they start as they mean to go

on I'm sure Sega will be re-

crowned kings of the castle!

Antony Grashion, via e-mail

DM: You've just reaffirmed

exactly what we've been

shouting about for months

now Antony. Now it's time

for you to convert all your

PlayStation/N6VPC owning

Friends into buying a

Dreamcast too!

Useless

Dreamcasts?
> Just read your magazine
(very good) and I am really

looking forward to the

launch of the console.

However, I will probably

hold out until Xmas to take

advantage of some package
deals. I do have a few
questions though:

I have heard that the

Dreamcast will be released

with a GD-ROM drive, but after

Xmas the console format will

have changed, meaning that

games will only work on the

specific console and the early

version Dreamcast will be

useless. Is this true?

1 read some news about

the game Sbenmue that it will

have all sorts of added extras.

For example, you can get a

part-time job in the game as

Making Your

Mind Up!
> My name is Lando, I

have been interested in

the Dreamcast for some
time now and I have been
seriously thinking about

buying one for a good
few weeks. Last night I

bought Dreamcast Magazine

and I must say that the

magazine has made up my
mind, I will be getting a

Dreamcast for sure. I will

have to wait until Christmas

to get it though, seeing as I

am just 1 5 so I haven't got

£200 to spend!

There are still a few

questions that are really

bugging me about Dreamcast

that I can't seem to find

answers to and I wondered if

perhaps you could help.

Firstly, how will gamers pay

For the time they spend on

the Internet playing games 7

Will they be charged by the

minute in a similar way to PC

users? Will .there be any 0800
numbers to dial for DC users 7

I can't see people playing DC



i fork lift truck operator to

earn extra money and can
play Super Hang-on in a shop,

plus you can collect toys from

the plastic toy dispenser

machine, which can then be
ordered on-line. Is this true, or

just a rumour?

And why has the Dreamcast

release date been put further

back to 1 4 October?

Thanks for your time.

Michael Burt, via e-mail

DM: I don't know where you've

heard that from Michael, it

sounds like utter rubbish to us.

Whoever told you might have
been getting confused

between Japanese, American
and UK Dreamcasts. As with
all consoles, any games from

abroad won't work on your UK
machine - but its only a matter

of time before someone
releases a widget that will

make them work!

Shenmue is going to be

packed with little extras, but

sadly the game has just been
put back to a Japanese release

date of April 2000, so we'll

have to wait a bit longer to

find out exactly what they are.

Get Bass

Sonic Adventure

m Dreamcast

Champion

games on-line for long

periods of time if they have to

pay by the minute because

that could get very expensive,

especially with people getting

carried away in games like

Sega Roily 2\

My second question has

more to do with DC mags
than the console itself. Would

you be able to say if DC mags
sre likely to have free

:overmounted demo discs or

not? Gamers would benefit

from free demo disks, as

would DC mags and game
developers alike.

Third and finally, could you

give me a few words about

Shenmue and Buggy Heat,

How complete are they'

Mien will they be available?

Sorry, I just can't wait for the

next issue!

I will be subscribing to

Dreamcast Magazine as soon as

I get my hands on a DC. Keep

it up, please don't be one of

rhose mags that start out really

good and then crumble away
nto something rubbish,

I have

seen this with so many mags
snd it does my head in. You

find a good mag. then after a

few issues you have to find a

whole new one because that

one has just become a mag full

of reviewers who have their

heads stuffed so far up their

arses that they will never see

daylight again!

Lando, via email

DM: Hmm, some interesting

questions there Lando! If

you look over the page
you'll find all kinds of

information on using a

Dreamcast with the

Internet - users will pay
by the minute and this

charge will appear on their

normal phone bill. We're

actually looking into the

possibility of

covermounting our own
demo CDs as I write, so

keep your fingers crossed!

As for Shenmue and Buggy
Heat - you can see the

racing game reviewed over
on page 68 this issue, but

sadly Shenmue has been
delayed until April next

year. We'll just have to *fz\
sit tight and wait too! ^S)

'MJMHU
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Vidua Fighter 3tb Sega Rally 2

,

Rank Name Time Character
Rank Character Time

KAK 50' 10" 00 Wol

D.K 50' 15" 00 Lai

MKA 50' 20" 00 Pai

I 50' 25" 00 Aoi
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How To Send In Your Scores

l Play any Dreamcast game
1 and get yourself a top

< score, hopefully better

than the ones on this page.

I Use a camera or video

I recorder to capture the

I evidence of your

amazing feat!

QSend in your video or

photographs to us with

a letter detailing your

scores and your name and

address. We will scrutinise

your efforts and weed out

all the fakes, then print

them in a forthcoming issue

of Dreamcast Magazine!

The address is...

High Score Heroes

Dreamcast Magazine
Paragon Publishing

St Peter's Road
Bournemouth
BH1 2JS



W^mem* UK Software Update

We reviewed
the launch

line-up in full

last issue, but
thought we'd
update you on
what we think

after a month
of play...

will be the

ily ensures

European softw

as good as American

was about to happen but

Sega has been noticeably

aplying finished

simply ported From NTSC tc

PAL. it will be 17% slower

?s of this is Namco'

7 series for PlayStatic

such as Psygnosis' I

..... full-..

speed loss.

majority of modern UK TVs

ccept the faster. NTSC-

Sadly not. Of the initial

games entirely lack a

option, with black borders

and a Frame reduction as a

result, while some games do

support it but don't bother

to make any effort

\ Considering that this is

-' Sega's flagship launch

title, something would
hawe been seriously amiss

If Sonic Adventure didn't

include a 60Hz option. In

fact, the Hz option screen is [he

first thing you see after booting

up. and you are given the

option to test if your TV can

run the 60Hz mode. Running in

50Hz, Sonic Adventure is

noticeably slower compared to

its 60Hz cousin, and the black

borders don't do the game any

favours. The game itself is the

same as the Japanese version,

nplete with the annoying

unskippable FMV sequences,

but it nonetheless remains an

energetic visual showcase For

the Dreamcast.

-.. Surprisingly, Sega has
.*' not shown the same
commitment to Sega Rally

2 as it has with Sonic

Adventure. The Options

screen does not give you the

opportunity to switch to 60Hz.

so gamers are lumbered with

black borders and a painfully

obvious slower run speed. The

latter is even more unbearable

in the split-screen two-player

mode, where background pop-

up smacks you in the face,

particularly during the night-

time levels.

After playing finished versions

of Speed Devils and seeing what

is just around the comer on

Dreamcast, Sego Rally 2 really

deserves to drop a couple of

percentage points.

\ The Japanese version

/ of VF3tb was a

distinctly skimpy affair,

lacking any additional

gaming features, and the

PAL game is ah exact

copy of that. Unfortunately,

that also means a lack of a

60Hz mode, but whilst the

speed of the game was not

noticeably slower, the black

borders were certainly very

evident. All of which means

that VFBtb will only prove to

be a stop-gap affair until the

November release of the

feature-laden, visually

sumptuous Soul Colibur (and

we can only pray that Namco
incorporates a 60Hz mode, as

the PAL conversion of Tekken

3 was dire 1

).

-., Congratulations,
.•*' Midway! European gamers

will be pleased as punch

(apologies for the pun) that this

excellent, tongue-in-cheek

boxing game provides the

option for 60Hz. Like VF3tb.

there is no noticeable

slowdown in 50Hz, but -you

guessed it! - there are chunky

black borders.

After playing the game for

another month, we really think

that we underestimated it

last issue. The

Championship mode an<

general fun nature of tl

game have earned

it a Dreamcast

Magazine

ULTRA

Game award a

mMXl



Nziy w, :; of Iv/aa*
FREE 96 page catalogue packed full ofgames,

accessories, competitions and reviews

UP TO 40% OFF BET
MAILORDER.

Trickstyle House of the dead 2 Ready to Rumble Sonic Adventure Virtua Fighter 3tb

Aetowings.. . .

Airforce Delia

Alone In The Dart

Official

Arcade Stick

Casllevania Resurrection Call . Call

Ecco The Dolphin

Felony Pursuit ,

35 99 34.99

Call

.. .34.99

Formula 1 Racing

Furballs , „

35
^rj'

34.99

Call

. 34.99

„._..35J».„ .34.95

Jeremy McGralhs /mi^u::::.:.

Jimmy Whites 2 Cueball

2000 35.99..

35.99...

.34.95

...34.99

MDK2
. Call

.

Call

Millenium Soid'Ci'ii'-it^i

Monaco Grand Pn>. H.n r !

c
.

Mij-'jiUc-nbatGold
.:: ;-.,,,. -..V :r

::
-,

KRA?ocn

.. .35.99..

u: ! m 34 59

. 35.99..

... 35.99..

35.99..

34.99

33.95

34 95

.. 34.95

.. 34.35

NFL Blitz 2000

NFL Quarterback C :ir I'OCu

35.99..

35.99

. 34.99

.. 34.99

Plasma Sword 35.99 :;4 39

ft
.,: F -.'>: 2012 35.99..

;

1

::)

Resident Evil 2 30.99... ....29.99

R-:::lni! Fvil Code Veronica

Shadowman ,,. 35.99 . .
34;!9

Save Zero ,,. Call

.

Cais

Snow Surfers

35.99... ....34.99

SoulCalibur

SulI Punter

South Park Chets Lliv S.'jci

South Park Rally

S[:,h, : !>vilS

35.99..

35.99.,

Call
,

35.99...

... 34.55

.
34 99

Call

....34.99

... 33.99

<i:ii-5lh.ihlerAloha3 ....34.99

Suzuki Mstare ci*fr» Racmfi 34 99 . 33 99

Take The Bjllet 35 99 34 99

Tokyo Highway Crallenge 35 99 34 99

Toy Commander 35 99 34 99
Trickslyl? 35 99 34 99
UEFA Sir fa 35 93 34 99
VigilanK- 8 Sea J Oflerse 3i 99 34 99
Virtua Fighter 3tb 35.99 34.99
Virtua Striker 2 35.99 34.99
Worldwide Soccer 3599 3499
Worms 3

- aoeddon 3599 34.99

WWF Attitude _ —Call Call

ACCESSORIES

Dreamer AreadeSBck 3499 3399
(Arcade Styie Suck Featuring o i-ront Mounted Responsive

Buttons)

Dreamcast Controller 18.99 18.49
(Analogue 8. Digital P.k: ;Vi:h ( Bl.:::.:m2 Shoulder) &
VT/U/Rumble Pack Slots)

Dreancasi Fulling Rod & Bass Fishing .Call Call

Dreamcast Keyboard 18.99 18.49
(Standard Style Keyboard Making Your Internet Browsing 8 E-

Mailing Easier)

Dreamcast Lightgun & House OIThe Dead 2 Call Call

Dreamcast Race Control Whe?l . 43 99 .. 43 49

(Features Gear Shift Cornel On "Fe Vi/tkI- Errancing Your

jiiviin; Experience)

Dreamcast Scarl Cab'e 14 99 M 49

Dreamcast VGA Box Call Call

Dreamcast Vibration Pack 18.99 18.49
(Feel Every Bump, St ii K V :.: Wi'li \ : i:rce fee:1t ack

Device)

Oreamcast Visual Memory System 18.99 18 49
(Next Gen Memory Oa Am .'...u uisoisy Allowing you To

Save Data & Much More)

Logic 3 Dream Stalion 19.99 1 B 99
(Neat & Compact Slorage For Console & Two Controllers)

CONSOLES

Dreamcast a Fad 194.99 193.99

(Sega Dreamcasl & 1 Conlroller - 12BBU Machine With Built

In Modem)
Dreamcast Pick A Pack Gold 289.99 287.99
(Dreamcasl .Extra Otlicial Controller,Visual Memory System &
Any 2 Games under £40)

Dreamcast Pick A Pack Silver 239.99 237.99
(Dreamcasl Solus Pack.Eitra Off ic a C nlroller 3 Any Game
Under £40)

Official Vibration
Pack

•;.

Official Visual
Memory Unit

Supreme Snowboardinrj....

Logic 3
Dreamstatlon

CALL FOR
ALL THE

LATEST PRICES

Join Or Renew with Club First and receive one of these great offer:

Many More titles

available Please Call



JoJpigp^ Import Scene

We Cake a look

at the fun,

bizarre and
sometimes
downright
rubbish games
available on
import from
Japan.

mrrr \ Well, what can vwe say
.•"' about this? It's Street

Fighter (again], it's got r

characters than you can shake

a stick at... oh, and it's still

good Fun even if we've seen it

all before.

There's lots here to keep you

occupied, which is where other

fighting games fall down [King

Of The Fighters, anyone?) As

well as Arcade mode, you've

t the usual training/survival

ix as well as a World Tour that

adds a strategic element.

There's even a network

option available sp playing

against people miles away

is now possible. If you're

not tired of Street Fighter

yet. this is one title you

really should get

ear-

3U&

:;_.M

Jagg

^i5

Giant Gram All Japan King 01 The Fighters

Pro Wrestling 2 Dream Match 1999

Publisher
|
Sega

Developer

Origin I Japan

\ Unless you're Japanese
.-'* (or some kind oF

Freak), you won't know
anything about the AJPW.
This is apparently Japanese

wrestling at its best and now
you too can experience it by

playing Giant Gram. Now,

prepare for a shock...

You see, despite being

wrestling it's actually rather

good. There are plenty of

characters to choose from, all

with their own moves and

music as well as several

tournaments and training

modes. The graphics and sound

are tasty and the wrestlers all

act like the real thing - if you

want a wrestling game, look no

fu'ther than this.

v Talk about flogging a

.•' dead horse - apart from
the Street Fighter series,

King Of The Fighters has
to be the most overused

fighting game ever. With a

new one out every year, you'd

think they'd have managed to

improve it by now...

But no. If you take away all

the new characters (that act like

all the others anyway), this game
hasn't changed a bit. Even the

graphics on this next-generation

machine look tired and dated -

we could have drawn better witr

a set of crayons. Believe us. this

Is the perfect example of a bad

fighting game; we'd rather play

Mortal Kombat over this, and

that's saying something.

9^g
EESW85%| EEE»84%| EEEM57%i~lfe*
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Toukon Retsurien 4 Pop h" Music 2 I Climax Landers | Cool Borders - Bum! I Espion-age-nts

Publisher I Tc>my

Developer "uke's

Origin Japan

\ This is another of those
.'* wrestling games that is

never going to come out

over here because, to be
honest, nobody cares. Still,

tnose of you inro the Japanese

wrestling scene might want to

steer clear of this for the fact

jhat... well, it stinks.

The controls are

unresponsive and the graphics

are really ugly. Watching the

wrestlers move is like watching

a very bad puppet show and all

in all. it's boring. IF you're

desperate For a game like this,

do yourself a Favour and buy

Giant Oram instead - you'll feel

much better for it.

Origin

Publisher
j
Sega

Developer In-hous

Origin !apan

Genre I RPG

Publisher
j
Sega

Developer UEP Systems

Origin Japan

Genre ! Racing

Publisher NEC

Developer ln-hou«?

Origin Japan

Genre Spv Ai1vp-irii^

The Japanese certainly

like strange and bizarre

i. IF you took time to

look at the number of titles

released in Japan that never

make it over here, you'd realise

that. Pop N' Music was a

bizarre game when it first came

out -you basically had to press

the right buttons at the right

times. And now there's a

sequel. Oh joy.

To be blunt, this is practically

identical to the first game. It's

all so similar, you'd be forgiven

for not knowing this was a new

game. It's still quite a laugh

though so if you missed the

original, have a look at this one.

\ With every new console
.*' comes a flood of games
that contain virtually no
new ideas or interesting

gameplay. These titles Follow

Formulas set by other games

and try to copy them with all

their might, while also trying to

be. 'different'. It never works.

Climax Landers appears to be

one oF those games.

It's a bog-standard RPG with

the usual mix of dungeons.

Fighting strange monsters and

building up levels that we've

seen a dozen times before. OF

course.' being an import title

means that it's off-limits to

everyone but the Japanese -

there's just too much text here

to make it playable. Give it a

miss until the US release...

\ You'd have thought
.*" that with a next-

generation machine such

as the Dreamcast, even

well-known titles would
have been transformed

into new and exciting

games. If this is the case,

then how did Cool Boarders

Bum! ever get released?

Basically, it's snowboarding.

Not very exciting snowboarding

at that - yes, the graphics are

all rather lovely but it just

doesn't have any feeling of

speed or excitement that is so

important to make a game like

this work. The stunts are

annoying, the tracks are

uninspired, the racers are dull...

need I go on? You can do much

better than this...

*., Set in the near future,

.'* Espion-age-nts puts you

in charge of Blitzstrahl,

the leading organisation in

industrial espionage. Your

goal is to take jobs from various

clients and infiltrate buildings to

complete your mission, be it

retrieving information or

blowing up valuable equipment.

It's an interesting game and

looks rather impressive - for

example, you can control up to

Four agents at a time. Sadly, it's

made totally unplayable by the

amount of Japanese text - this

will be a title worth looking For

when it Finally gets translated

into English.

UEE_»52%I EHV44XI—
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IplPS^w www.dream-cast.net

v The perfect on-line

compliment to Dreamcast

Magazine, TGN [short for

Total Games Network) is

the essential website to

visit if you are after the

latest videogame news,

previews, reviews and
Features.

TGN is updated every

weekday evening, Monday
to Friday, and also

provides walkthroughs
and solutions for your
favourite games, as well

as exclusive competitions

to win copies of the

latest software and
related merchandise. You
can get interactive on-line

with TGN as well, by
emailing Dreamcast

Magazine contributor

Stuart Taylor with your
letters about virtually

anything to do with

videogames. There are

stacks of regular features

to keep coming back to as

well, like TGN Game Of
The Week' and the TGN
Readers' Poll'. Also, you

can email TGN with your

review of your favourite

(or least favourite)

Dreamcast game. You
never know, your review

may even end up printed

afutii eof
Dreamcast Magazine!

Get connected with Total

Games Network and
"-:-" Magazine. Head

http://totalgames.net, or

Get Connected
\ When you take your
.•* shiny new Dreamcast

out of the box, you'll be
able to get it connected to

the Internet straight away!

[he three week delay in

launching the console was that

it had to get the on-line side

sorted out. Well it's all done

now. You plug your Dreamcast

into the TV, and a cable into a

normal phone socket then

you're on the Net - with calls

charged at a local rate and

billed through your existing

phone company.

Once you register your new

console you will be given four

free '@uk. dreamcast' email

addresses and access to an

exclusive area of the official

Dreamcast website

'Dreamarena'. Here you will be

able to chat, on-line shop, read

up on lifestyle stuff and find

out about the latest sports and

entertainment, happenings.

Sadly, it was recently

reported at the Tokyo Game
Show that 5ega of America

won't be supporting on-line

gaming until at least the

second half of 2000. We can

only assume that Sega Europe

will be forced to follow suit.

meaning that its claims of 'up

to 6 billion players' are a little

over exaggerated - looks like

it's going to be more like four

players in Toy Commander or

Red Dog.

The start of next year will

however see the introduction

of mini-games that can be

played over the network.

These will take the form of

small puzzle, card and board

games, it's just the exciting

stuff like Sega Roily 2 and

Virtuo Fighter 3lb that won't

be playable over the Net-
that'5 why many of the games

have lost their Internet option

menus for UK release.

Although the lack of

multiplayer gaming over the Net

is a bit of a blow, the

Dreamcast is still the first

console to allow users to access

the Internet, send email and do

all the things that PC users have

taken for granted for so long.

Sega has a marvellous machine,

it just needs to work a bit

harder on the infrastructure

behind it!

Another

problem you v

hit when you hook up

your Dreamcast to the Net is

that you won't be able to save

anything you find! Sega is

working on a solution though -

it announced earlier in the year

that a version of Iomega's

popular peripheral, the Zip

Drive, would be heading For the

Dreamcast. The good news is

that it should be on the shelves

at the beginning of next year,

and will allow gamers using the

Dreamcast's Net facilities to

save their email and websites,

as well as game information,

onto normal 100Mb Zip discs.

However, in keeping with the

design style of the Dreamcast

console, Iomega has changed

the familiar blue colour

scheme and look of

its Zip Drive. The

Dreamcast's Zip

Drive sits

fortably

underneath the

console itself, and

inded us here at

Dreamcast Magazine of the

64DD (which Nintendo Japan

still intends to release at the

end of the year;.

Internet Connection Emoil Acco'

Ci.poy Salting!

Step Two: Enter Dialing Infer

I. Enter any information required te dial

2 Scroll to the bottom of thli pagt.

3. CSe.. enjne "OK" button to connect *

TOT ©

' ';..:/ < m



When you get your Dreamcast
up and running on the Net, here
are the places you should point
your browser to first...

Sega's own Dreamcast sire, this

place is created in Flash,

meaning that it's packed with

glorious graphics and

animations about everything

Dreamcast. Here you'll Find

—*»» «hm.«,

•^ dreamcast

previews, movie clips and

screenshots oF upcoming games
along with a TV ad to watch,

competitions to enter and an

insiders look under the

Dreamcast's lid,

Great stuff'

www.dre3mcast.net

This is an unofficial Dreamcast

site run by the Gamers

Alliance and it's regularly

updated with lots of

Dreamcast related news,

previews, tips and cheats.

Particular features of note

include a Dreamcast chat area

for linking up with similarly-

minded gamers. Just make sure

you've got a keyboard before

logging on - the other chatters

might get fed up of waiting

for you to write back with Jftk

a joypad! SB?

I..-*-.,,
IJL

"Si
...,„.,.,.„„

BS==

r=vr."i-i.

Sega's great-loaking Dreamcast site

www.sega-otaku.com

Another site that's regularly

updated with news on

Dreamcast, but this one has a

bit more of a subdued look. In

fact, it's quite boring. This

doesn't mean the information it

contains is boring though, as

it's packed with all kinds of

interesting titbits. You will find

that many of the articles simply

link you to other sites though,

so you might have seen much gfk
of it before. SF

KVJftW „„,«„ EMM C^' SPECIALIST IN MAIL ORDE

For a free price list of Imported games, Cheques and Postal Orders made payable
accessories and merchandise send a to PROJECT K Add £2 per item for P+p [ %J
Stamped Self Addresse Envelope E15 for INSURED COURIER on Hardware pjJojgjjW^,

I DRCnfVtCnsT/MPOffTCl NINTENDO 64 IMPORTS**

SPECIALIST IN MAIL ORDER IMPORT VIDEO GAMES AND ACCESSORIES
TEL: 0181 508 1328

,
FAX: 0181 508 384E

.oughton, Essex, IG10 3TC

a Kl's Delivery Service MuSc CD 1..
My Neighbour Totoro Music CD £19
Dragon Boll GT video CAUL
Wtua Fighter MuSC CD El 7 99



Rumble Boxing
cheats for Midway's brilliant Ready 2 Rumble
to check them yet. bur thought you'd like to be the first

a complete players' guide to the game.

When you're on the Character

Selection screen press the X
button plus any direction on

the D-pad to select different

cornerman voices.

There are different outfits for

the boxers in the game. To

access them press X + Y
together when you select

your character.

Hidden Leprechaun
You can play the game as a

Leprechaun if you go to the

Character Select screen and

press X + Left Shoulder +

Right Shoulder together

Life Recover
When you look like you're

for the count, rotate the

analogue joystick clockwise

and your boxer will recover

much faster.

Class Unlock Codes
There are different classes ro

unlock in the game, but you can

do it by cheating too! To open up

the Bronze Class input your gym
name as 'Rumble Power'. Silver

Class is unlocked

by entering

'Rumble

Bumble'

and Gold Class by entering

'Mosma!' Enter 'Pod 5!' to unlock

the final Champ Class - this also

has the effect of uncovering all

the hidden fighters.

«&



Millennium Soldier:

Expendable «,
Here's a bunch of cool cheats for this mega-blast of a

game! These must be entered on the First joypad while

playing the game

Shield

Up, Down, Left, Right, X, Up,

Down, Left, Right, Y

Level Skip

Y, Y, X, X, Left Shoulder, Right

Shoulder, Down, Down, Up, Up

Grenades
Down, Down, Down, Down, Down,
Up, Up, Up. Up, Right Shoulder

Lives

A, B, X, Y, Left Shoulder, Right

Shoulder, Up, Down, Left. Right

Credits

A, B, Left, A, B, Right, B, A,

Down, Right Shoulder

Marvel VsCapcom

Easter Egg
Left Shoulder, Left, Right Shoulder,

Right. X. X, Down, Down, Right

Shoulder, Left Shoulder

Game Won
Left Shoulder, Right Shoulder, Left

Shoulder, Right Shoulder, Left,

Right, Left, Right, Y, X

Level Select

Up, Down, Up, Down, Up, Down, „
Left, Right, Right, Y

-CH

Gold War Machine



Sonic Adventure
Want a bit more
guide to playing

\ One of the most
•' interesting things about

raising your Chao is that in

order for it to thrive and be

the best that it can be,

you'll need to do more than

just look after It in the

Chao Gardens. There's also

fe chance to take your little

friend for walks in the country,

down to the pub or even to bed

Br night thanks to the wonders

of the VM. By downloading your

Chao into the VM unit, you can

t3ke it anywhere with you and

'ead it along on quests to build

up its abilities, fight other Chao

fun from your VM unit? Try out this

with the Chao characters in Sonic...

and even meet Sonic and his

friends! The important thing to

remember is that if you want a

top-rating Chao. you'll need to

do this kind of raising quite a

bit. Are you ready for some
handheld fun? Then follow us as

we take you through the basic

ins and outs of Chao raising.

VM style..

Work, Rest And Play
Once you've placed the Chao in

yourVM, it's time to start them

on their quest! The object of the

game is to help your Chao

develop its abilities as it makes

its way along a route of quest

stages - there are 1 5 in total to

choose from but only five are

used in each quest. We've given

you a chart to show exactly

what ability each stage requires

your Chao to do - however,

being proficient in that particular

ability doesn't mean that the"

stage of the quest will end any

sooner. Along some of the

routes, he'll get to meet one of

Sonic's friends or maybe even

the blue wonder himself!

Be My Guide
To start your Chao off on his

quest, get your VM into Game
mode by pressing the Mode
button until an 'Ace of Spades'

appears and then hit the A
button. Once the title screen

appears, press the A and B
buttons together and you're off

on the adventure of a lifetime

(for the Chao, anyway). Most of

e"ej

Chao Quest Map
Stage 1

Plain

Ability Required:

Walking

/ \
f Stage 2a Stage 2b

Beach Forest

Ability Required: Ability Required:

Walking Walking

'*/ v i \
( Stage 3a Stage 3b ,._ Stage 3c

Ocean Cliffside Tj Desert
Ability Required; Ability Required; Ability Required:

Swimming Climbing Flying

M
m

/ \ / \ / \
Stage 4a Stage 4b Stage 4c Stage 4d

City

Ability Required:

Flyin;

Desert Tree Jungle
Ability Required: Ability Required: Ability Required:

Walking Climbing Walking

Stage 5a stage 5b Stage 5c ¥> Stage 5d stage 5e «
Skyscraper Ocean Crystal CityJlr' Swamp Cave BP

Ability Required: Ability Required: Ability Required: Ability Required: Abilitv Reouired:

the time, you can pretty much

leave him to his own devices as

he walks along but at certain

points you'll need to help him

out of a situation - a noise will

tell you that you have to do

something. Here's a guide to

what might happen to your

little buddy,.,

D
If your Chao simply stops

walking, sits on a beach

ball, falls asleep or gets

scared by something on his

travels, he just needs a little

encouragement to help him

along. Press the A button to

get him moving again.

PUT IT IN,

The First thing you
download your Chao

TAKE

nto a VM. 1

Gardens and if you Fo

miniature version ol

Make sure that y

If he finds a chest along

the way, you'll have to

make a choice out of the

three boxes to decide what he

gets out of it. It could be

good, it could be bad - until

you make the choice, you just

won't know!

QA message may appear

on the screen telling you

that your Chao is happy,

has done well at something in

particular or is developing

properly. To get past this, just

press the A button until the

message disappears.

low is how to actually

his is done through the C

imple steps, you'll I"

—

Hi Hi

the VM and play
" Chao to your

'

^ Ufa
j- riii iI—*-!"<

3rf*m



QA picture or a Chao

standing at a signpost

means that they have

reached the end of their current

quest stage and must now
choose a direction to go in. You

can either make the choice Tor

yourself from the two options

on the screen or let the Chao

choose for itself... although it

may sometimes make the

wrong choice!

If a large '?!' symbol

appears on the screen,

it's time for a fight! When
the fight begins, there will be a

row of boxes along the bottom

of the screen with the two

fighting Chao above that as well

as their relevant energy - your

Chao is always on the right. The

Chao swinging his fist is the

one taking a turn to attack - if

it's your man. you've got a

chance to hit the other guy! All

of the boxes will be blacked out

with the exception of one- the

number of clear boxes goes up

according to the strength of the

your Chao (if he has a strength

of 200 or more then there will

be two clear boxes. 400 makes

three boxes clear and so onj

attack you must stop the

moving cursor over the clear

box; get it and you'll score a hit

but miss and you'll fall flat on

your face. Chao take it in turns

to attack and the last one

standing is the winner!

Fancy A Game
Of Cards?
One of the sure-fire ways of

getting goodies that you can

use to boost your Chao abilities

is to play the Fruit Matching

game in the Quest menu
(brought up by pressing the A
button). When you start the

game, you'll get a brief glimpse

of a screen containing six pairs

of fruit in various positions. The

screen will then go blank and

you'll have three chances to try

and match up the pairs by

remembering where each of the

different fruit were. It takes a

bit of practice but if you can

remember a couple of the

fruits that look similar, you

won't get confused between

them. The less times you

get it wrong, the better

the prize you get but

mess up three times and

you won't get anything

except one very

disappointed Chao!

COMPETITION HOTLINE
IT'S FUN TO ENTER & THERE'S A GENUINE CHANCE TO WIN

GAMCBOY COLOR
/ffTVk

10 TO

BIWOH

Calls cost 60p a minute to this number

Call the number above & play
'HUNT THE PRIZEMISTRESS' for

your chance to W##\JT
All entries must be received by Hie final closing dote of 30th November 1 999
This senile should only be used with ihe agreement ol the person responsible loi paying Ihe telephone bill. Calls tost eOp a

minute and maximum call rosl is E3.00. Ensure ynu are rolling from | touch tone phone. At least one of each prize will be

nworded 14 days otter the dosing dote, hewer ihe number of prizes to be won will increase with ihe number ol entries

received, up to the moKimum slated alongside the priies. Entry into the compelilion means Full ntceptance of ihe rules or:

(Dfiditions. Send o SAE for full rompetition rules lo Interactive Tebm ltd, ! Grants Walk. PUS 5M.



THE FUNNIEST WAY TO V/XND UP A FRIEND'

call em OF
THE
NUMBERS
BELOW
PVT IT
THROUGH
TO A MATE

MR. FORY
010M IllbfaO

THE DETECTIVE

(WOW lllbbl

THEM WAIT
FOR. THE

REACTION

IRATE DELIVERY DRIVER

(TObO Illbb3

MR. 5TAWWER
OTObO IllbbZ

MY DAUGHTERS PREGNANT

OfObO Illbb4
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Video Games Experts

mmmk cd

The Best Mail Order Games on the Internet

287 PUTNEY BRIDGE ROAD
LONDON SW152PT

0pen ,

,

am.„pm
-

Visit our web site at : www.cybernet-filmstudio.com

Special Offer!
Buv Any Game and Get 2nd for Half Price

^MASTER-CART
*-'* CONSOLES & GAMES U.K
DERBYSHIRE'S PREMIER STOCKISTS t f,VM$] "JfW'J
OF ALL LEADING CONSOLES & GAMES " l llTI < >T rf^H

AM/L 0/?D£R 0/? OFF THE SHELF GAMES!

DREAMCAST. SA.E FOR FULL LIST.

DREAMCAST, ASIAN NO GAME/RGB £194

DREAMCAST, ASIAN WITH GAME £254 INC R

DISCOUNTS FOR MULTIPLE

GAME ORDERS OVER £100

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO CHANGE

OUR PRICES WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE

SOMETIMES FOR THE BETTER

SOMETIMES FOR THE WORSE.

PRE-OWNED GAMES NOW IN STOCK!

HOUSE OF THE DEAD WITH GUN £69.99 SEGA RALLY 2 £44-99

GIANT GRAM PRO £49.99 SONIC £29.99

TOKYO HIGHWAY £49.99 DYNA COP 2 £49.99

EXPENDABLE £49.99 MONACO GP 2 £4499
BLUE STINGER £44.99 GET BASS £64.99

KOF99 £44.99 POWERSTONE £49.99

AIRFORCE DELTA £49.99 STREETFIGHTER 3 £49.99

SOUL CAUBUR £4999 FRAME GRIDE £49.99

BUGGY HEAT £49.99 ALL JAPAN 2 £49.99

ALL GAMES
INCLUDED P&P

CHESTERFIELD, DERBYSHIRE, S40 lAR. MACHINES ADD £10

RESTOCKS EVERY COME & SEE OUR GAMES UNIT!

DAYS UNIT 22, THE MARKET HALL,

TEL: 01246-232645.
FMAII- MASTFRrART &ADI COM



SELL

CEX Direct

Suffolk House
I Whitfield Place

London W1P5SF

WE PART EXCHANGE!
IMPORTED CONSOLE & ACCESSORIES

BIRMINGHAM]
90 Corporation S

0121 -200

BROMLEY 1

I compatible)

49 High S

01BI -464

CENTRA! LONDON GAMES
32 Rathbone

0171-636

HARROW
282 Station

0181 -427

HOUNSLOW
238 - 242 High S

0181 -572

KINGSTON J

169 Clarence St

0181- 541 (

LEEDS

128 Albion St

0113-244 1

0*

WATFORD J

140 Watford High S

01923 - 221

Visit us on the web at:

DREAMCAST ARCADE STICK
DREAMCAST GUN
DREAMCAST PAD
DREAMCAST RACING CONTROLLER
DREAMCAST VMS
DREAMCAST VMS SPECIAL
PURO PURO PACK
RGB SCART (plays all games)
RGB SCART (not VGA compatil
S-VHS CABLE

GAMES
AERODANCING
BIO HAZARD:CODE VERONICA(RES.EVIL)
BLUE STINGER
BOY KANIFAN
BUGGY HEAT
CARRIER
COOL BOARDERS
D2
DIE HARD ARCADE 2
EXPENDABLE
FRAME GRIDE
GEIST FORCE
GIANT GRAM WRESTLING
GET BASS -I- FISHING CONTROLLER
HOUSE OF THE DEAD 2+GUN
INCOMING
KING OF FIGHTERS DREAM MATCH
MARVEL VS CAPCOM
METROPOLIS STREET RACER
MONACO GRAND PRIX SIM.2
POWER STONE
PSYCHIC FORCE 2012
PUYO PUYO 4
SEAMAH
SEGA RALLY 2
SEHGOKU TURB
SHEN MUE Chapter I

SONIC ADVENTURE
SOULCALIBUR
STREET FIGHTER ZERO 3
VIRTUA FIGHTER 3TB
VIRTUA ON 2:0RAT0RI0 TANGRAM
VIRTUA STRIKER 2

2nd hand games also available - call

49.99
29.99
29.99
59.99
29.99
34.99
24.99

39.99
14.99

14.99

48.99
48.99
48.99
48.99
48.99
48.99
48.99
48.99
48.99
48.99

II
48.99
79.99
7199
39.99
48.99
48.99
48.99
48.99

48.99
48.99
48.99
48.99
48.99
48.99
CALL

29.99
48.99
48.99
2M9
48.99
48.99

FOR A SPECIAL DISCOUNT VISIT:
httpi//www.cex.co.Mk/oKers/dciiicig
MA II ORDER PROMISES

mi qidih om iio.o«

on mtmim'.

Dreamcast

OR TRADE IN YOUR
CONSOLE

AND GAMES FOR

REDUCTIONS.
CALL FOR DETAILS.

THElMOREtGAMESiYOUtTRADEl
~|THifCHEARiRmfeETS;~
WITH FREE HOME

) V;
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SOUL CAUBUR

We've put together a

special offer you can't

afford to miss! Subscribe to

Dreamcast Magazine for 1

2

issues and you'll get a

whopping £5 off! Guaranteed I

direct to your door!
(,

'Toy Coif Tinder

Mill
Subscription to start from issue number I I

Name

S-gnature

Address

MJEB3
LJ Cheque/postal order made I III j_r* III \w. LN I

payable to Paragon Publishing Ltd.

D Credit card

E*p irv dace II Annual subscription to

Card Number I DREAMCAST MAGAZINE __
>lf you don', ren. to receive related material tick this bo. D II

|)K j.^ Wor„|

rO||.UJ'llui!|Llt||aJ I £30 £35 £46

TY l

'

i in i lUl l IH i l lM
call the subscription holline now on I

If the subscription is a gift please fill in Vj\ 0101)0 OftflOflfl
the details of the recipient. Iftj U \L\jL C.UU&.UU
M3mp \ i Omiii in Mis lorin. tut It out and send inn:

Bkimcisi Magazine Subscriptions. Paragon

Aril i
i-r-^'- Publishing Lid, St Feler's Road. Boorneinouilt.

1 "-
eiBHUJS.



GLOBAL GAMES
RESERVE YOUR

DREAUCAST FOR £20

DREAUCAST C169.99
PLAYSTATION CALL
NINTENDO 64 CALL
US/JAP IMPORT
GAMES FROM C12

NEXT DAY DELIVERY
CALL US - WE WILL TRY TO
BEAT ANY OTHER DEAL

GAMES DIRECT
%

2XB

282 GLOUCESTER RD, BRISTOL, BS7 8PD
01179 444 555 open til 8pm

1 WEEK'S FREE
DREAMCAST
GAME RENTAL

CALL IWTO OUE STORE WITH THIS VOUCHER.
Valid until 30th November 1999

WHY NOT PART EXCHANGE YOUR OLD
CONSOLE FOR A DREAMCAST?

E3

OAKLAND CONSOLES
IMPORT SOFTWARE SPECIALISTS

COMING SOON: OUR DIRF.CT-FROM-JAPAN SERVICE...

DREAMCAST USA £199.99

USA GAMES £39.99
SHIPPED DIRECT FROM THE UK

ALL PLAYSTATION
USA GAMES
£38.99!!!!

ALL DREAMCAST
JAP

£39.99!!!!

ALL N64
USA GAMES
£42.99!!!!

NOT INCLUDING SPECIALS OR LTD. EDITIONS ETC

WE SHIP DIRECT TO YOUR DOOR FROM OUR OFFICE IN
LOS ANGELES, SO WE CAN OFFER YOU THE GREATEST PRICES
EVER SEEN IN THE U.K FOR BRAND-NEW SEALED SOFTWARE.

SHIPPING TAKES 3 - 5 DAYS BY REGISTERED, INSURED
POST AT £4.

CALL FOR FURTHER DETAILS, IF REQUIRED.

MAIL ORDER ADDRESS: 26 EAST VIEW, STOKE ON TRENT. ST6 3LX.

TEL/FAX NO: 01782 857624 10AM - 530PM MON - SAT
EMAIL US AT: OAKLAND@NETCOMUK.CO.UK

CHEATS & TIPS FOR OVER
wmem releai

DREAMCAST, Nag, PSX, OAft

T
CHEATS & TIPS

CHEATS, TIPS I

ESSENTIAL GAMING

ADVICE FOR

VIRTUALLY If

SIMPLE C
> YOU'VE
HE CHEAT.

COMPETITION HOTLINE
IT'S FUN TO ENTER & THERE'S A GENUINE CHANCE TO WIN

GHMB01 color
'dt^flJk.

Calls cost 60p a minute to this number

Call the number above & play
HUNT THE PRIZEMISTRESS' for

your chance to 1/IA#^»
All entries must be received by the final closing dote of 30th November 1 999
This service should only be used with the agreement of ihe person responsible loi paying !he telephone bill. Calk cost 60p 5

minute and maximum mil tost is S 3.00. Ensure you ore tailing fm I touch lone phone. At Inst one of eoih prize will be

awarded 11 days after ihe closing dote, however the number of prim to be won will increase wilh the number of entries

received, up lo the maximum staled alongside ibe prizes. Entry inlo ihe competition meons full mceplance of ihe rules and

conditions. Send o SAE for full competition rules to Interactive Telcom Ltd, I Grants Walk, PL25 5AA.



WATCH
Dynamite Cop-

[3] Acclaim's Dreamcasl

line-up grows ever stronger

with the release ol Super

Cross 2000. The game Is packed

till of options, iv Four players can

race simultaneously with virtually no

slow-dowp! [5] The graphics are bright

and colourful, hut retain a realistic reel.

Jeremy McGrath himsell

where you can learn the

v Acclaim's support for
.•"' Dreamcast grows ever

stronger with a conversion of a

game that was originally only

planned For PlayStation and

Nintendo 64. It's endorsed by six-

Eime supercross champion Jeremy

McGrath, 50 predictably it's a bike racing

game - Super Cross 20001



.villi the apes dawn at Monkey World is

: it's actively encouraged In Planel ol the

^ll^BB*""^^"™

Dreamcast^M •• Mass!

/ "'^V inf#rmc3tion
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Planet of the Apes
\ Originally planned as a PC and doctors i

.* PlayStation only game, Fox course, il

Interactive recently announced that the serii

Planet of the Apes is to be their to you. h

first Dreamcast release, with Croc these api

2 following closely behind. Planet of this year

ira. Zaius and Cornelius. Of

you're too young to remember

> will mean nothing

j'll be scared witless! More

As Ulysses, the sole survivor of a

horrific crash, you are left to wander

around this bizarre land with an

I 1 5 levels to explore and up

5 solving

. .. _ pe dodging are the order of the

day! All the stars fr

!r

ien voiced a unique tutorial

tals of supercross!"

You get to choose to race with 12 5cc or

250cc bikes through an entire

championship with eight licensed tracks

that fans of the sport will no doubt

recognise: Glen Helen. Red Bud, Spring

Creek, Motocross 338. Bud's Creek.

Broome-Tioga, Steel City and Washougal.

The great thing is that everything can be

customised to suit your own personal

taste. The bikes can have their mechanics

tampered with, and logos emblazoned all

over them. Tracks can be edited to create

you own lumpy, bumpy nightmare versions

and a customised series can be made in

the 'Create-A-Championship' mode.

If all this weren't exciting enough. Jeremy

McGrath himself has even voiced a unique

tutorial where you can learn the essentials

of supercross before taking to the tracks.

We'll have more exclusive screenshots on

Super Cross 2000 coming soon!

Dreamed
inf©rmc3tion

©

Carrier
\ Jaleco's Carrier embraces
.•* the new Dreamcast
technology to bring an exciting

and original adventure to life.

A new kind of lifeform had been

discovered on a remote Pacific island

and to study it more closely.

scientists gave the go ahead to have

it transported to a secure laboratory,

The military jumped into action, and

used the most advanced nuclear

aircraft carrier called the 'Heimdall'

to move this mysterious lifeform.

They picked up the

cargo, and set off for

the lab. but that's

when things went

wrong. The aircraft

is hijacked and a

ayday' call was sent

fore the aircraft was

;t from radar.

' You have been

chosen as one of the crack troops in

a special force to be sent to find the

"You can take it

from us that

you'll be scared

witless!"

[3] A church gives shelter and time to

reflect on man's destruction ol the Earth

- or something. 14) Run. run! There's

an ape right behind \

"

Eltet

"Carrier will give

you a gruelling

challenge!"

Heimdall. find out what made the

Captain lose contact with the

scientists and discover the

whereabouts of the unique lifeforce.

A multi-part adventure game
commences with some super-

smooth visuals, a gripping storyline

and great music and sound effects.

Carrier is looking promising, and

appears to be a game that would

have been tough to create for any

system other than Dreamcast. It

follows a similar look and feel to the

PlayStation's Metal Gear Solid from

Konami, but where that game could

be completed in an evening. Carrier

will give you a gruelling challenge!

An In Development feature is

coming soon!
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m
NFL Quarterback

Club 2000

Title Defense

Gundam Side

Story 0079

Dream
lnr@rmafl

Snow Surfers

Publisher

Developer

Players

% complete

I 1 i Snowboarding has been done to

death an other systems, now it seens ils

Dreamcasl's turn! (21 In a multiplier

game, you can split the screen in a

variety ol ways. [3] Snow Surfers pits

the emphasis on tricks, not speed alone.

Nice lighting effects!

\ For some bizarre reason
.**' snovwboarding games are one of

the most popular with developers

for Dreamcast - maybe it's because

they can create the smoothest, most
impressive graphics they've ever

been able to with Sega's new
technology. But then maybe it's simply

because winter is approaching Fast and

we're ail thinking about snow!

Snow Surfers from Sega is one of the

best looking snowboarding efforts to arrive

in the Dreamcast Magazine office so far. The

characters are really well animated, moving

realistically instead of in the clunky way

many of these games animate. They

control really well with the analogue stick

too - a very smooth ride indeed!

With lots of variety in the tracks and

characters, and a good assortment of

"Snow Surfers could

lead the way for the

influx of similar games!"

snowboarding tricks to perform. Snow
Surfers could lead the way for the influx of

similar games coming your way over the

next few months.

Dreantf
lnf#rmc3tion

Publisher

Developer

% complete

Stupid Invad

"You might quite

literally laugh

your head off!"

gang: Gorgeous, Candy. Stereo, Elno

and Bud. [3] You can't take an

argument serinusly il you look like

orgeous. Candy, Stereo. Etno a id Bud look like a cr

low the one we mean, where the on

5 Dairylea!) Oh, suppose we've answ

The story goes like this: The nasty

tfra terrestrials, and likes nothing rr

5 uses the othe

ered our own c

Dr. S is an avic

ore than findi

ays of mistreating his collection! H was overjo e

c

The game is a 3D adventure s

ore than 500 lush background

ousands of frames of hilarious

limation. It's the wicked sense

;t ove

with

of 4
old Invaders a succi

te literally laugh yoi

-iuled for a Spring

: too long to wait to join in the fur

16] You can expect a goad dosage of toilet humour

from Stupid Invaders - Ulii Solt are French a

[7] This looks like some kind of goo machine. ....

thiok. [8] Nice pad the iocs gel here!

I^IIsS4?* "M



XTREME
THE NORTHWEST'S LEADING STOCKIST OF
NEW AND USED CONSOLES AND GAMES
DREAMCAST E195.00

DREAMCAST WITH ANY RELEASE GAME £225.00

ALL DREAMCAST RELEASE GAMES £32.99

EXCHANGE YOUR OLD SYSTEMS AND GAMES
FOR A BRAND NEW DREAMCAST
NEW PLAYSTATION TITLES FROM £12.99

PRE OWNED PLAYSTATION AND N64 GAMES FROM. .£5.00

EXCHANGE GAMES FROM £1.00

FREE COMPETITIONAND CHEATS
SPECIAL OFFERS

VISIT OUR WEBSITE

www.xtremegames.co.uk
17 RAILWAY RD ORMSKIRK
OPEN 10-7 EVERY DAY

01695 581432

Tel: 01 71 627 5044 / 0797 462 0028

e-mail: inlogames@lineone.net

into games P.O BOX 2874 W1A 5QS

^!$5F Wt%

import specialists for
PlayStation, Oreamcast, Nintendo 64 and

handheld software and hardware
free same day delivery for central London

VISA

Games Exchange
YeswedoDreamcast

BUT

We do all these other beautiful things as well
PlayStation, Saturn, N64, Mega Drive, Super Nintendo,

Retro, Neo Geo, GameBoy, Lap Dancing P

Can you Kick ,

Yes you

can

We lick Ass!
Great games, great prices, great people

We Know what we are talking about

Huge stocks of used games

Pokemon expert in store

loads of great stuff

instore at IT Games Exchange.

Exmouth, 25 Role Street,

Exeter, 17 North Street.

Telephone today:- 01395 268365
E-Mail today it@gamez.freeserve.co.uk



[1 ] Lois Di bio, silvery looking space emit are to I

Big Bang, the first

tive. [2] II looks like something 0111 ol Red Dwarf!

Arcatera -., The trouble with the
.•' Dreamcast being so
similar to a high-end PC Is

that you not only get the

best conversions, but

many which would have

been better oFF staying in

the sad. geeky world of

PC CD-ROM! Not that Project

2 Interactive's Big Bang is a

geeky game, we wouldn't possibly comment on the game in a

preview, but it's certainly nothing original.

It's a shoot-'em-up with hi-res spacecraft, a confusing

storyline of different alien races and battles and - it's one savin,

grace - a multiplayer feature! On the PC you can have

multiplayer battles over the Internet, so let's hope that they

keep this feature when they convert the game over to

Dreamcast later in the year.

Fighting Force 2

Big Bang

Roadsters
UliiMjMwi
lnf#rnnc3tlon °

,
The people that brought

Dec]

Worms
Armageddon
Hasbro November

What's small pink and
wrinkly? Tune in next issue

and find out!

96 Dre«t3mczt3E.f- lvi<3Qc<£

Dreamcast release

>n this great i

"There are

20 extra

lethal

weapons to

pickup!" m:

i
•-

& $

"It's a shoot-

'em-up with

hi-res

spacecraft!"

imfi

M v

cities are some of the most realistic ever seen ia a videogame! ; Foxtrot, aravo 1

Felony Pursuit
v THO are one of the companies that
.-*' have so far kept quiet about any
support for Dreamcast. Whenever asked

about the new console they would only

comment that they were 'playing the waiting

game' while concentrating on their PlayStation

and Nintendo 64 output.

Well things have changed! At ECTS (the

European Computer Trade Show] in September

THO announced their first release for

Dreamcast - and the decision to start a Dreamcast range is solely down
to the console's ability to take PC games and enhance them with little

effort needed from the developers.

So, Felony Pursuit is a PC game that takes its lead from Driver on the

PlayStation. It's set in over TOO miles of urban city sprawl spread over

five islands with 1 8 choices of vehicle and 38 missions to tackle.

Criminals are out stealing cars and ramming shops and as a cop it's up

to you to chase them, catch them and bang them up!

As you can see from these early shots of the Dreamcast game, it's

looking like an amazing game engine. Whether the gameplay lives up to

all this hype or not. you'll have to

wait for an In Development feature

in a future issue 1

"It's looking like

an amazing game
engine!"



01279 321 321
MDER ONLINE A! UKGAMES.COM

How to Order
3y telephone on 01279 321 321

3y fax on 01 279 322 322

By post at Special Reserve,
P.O. Box 847, Harlow, CM21 9PH
-ree immediate cheque clearance

By e-mail to Orders@reserve.co.uk

Online at http://ukgames.com or at any
the other Special Reserve addresses

Or visit a Special Reserve Club Shop
Prices include VAT and delivery
Fast, etticient, accurate despatch
0% finance option - see below

Market leader - established 12 years
Official Sony. Nintendo & Sega supplier

All genuine UK new boxed product

Open until 8 pm (5 pm Sun)

PaylnOMont!!*!]
1 0% deposit, no more to pay I

for 9 months and no interest,
'

subject to status,

total purchase must be over £200

9%
j

;

- APR if thebalane
line months or 29.8%

Written details In tl

Just ask for 0% finar

j Special Reserve

f£H Discount Network

^IJfffisa

FREE
EXTRA CONTROLLER
AND FREE 1 MB
MEMORY CARD
WITH EVERY N64
AND PLAYSTATION

1000 GAMES FROM 6.99

NEC

IPS
NEOGEO POCKET

52.99
SIX AMAZING
COLOURS TO

CHOOSE FROM

PG OF FIGHrtiis ( Ink) 00% 20 9

¥ETALSLUG 9i-6 f(, s

*kOcherr*i/as _er bos ;og
E7 DFAGCV, /. I

- 209
keOMVSTEl'* 10NUS B5V, 209

TURFMASIHIS 209
««OGEO CL= tCOFUAi lw p

Why have 500,000 people
joined Special Reserve?
Just £6.99 gets you into the club [philips

^
There is no obligation to buy anything *

Claim a FREE GIFT if you buy any
one item as you join or renew*.

Full members (£6.99 UK) receive:
• One Year Family Membership f~..

• 9 issues of the Club Magazine f*
**%+

with Incredible Special Offers [

• Free entry to Club Competitions
• Any one of 20 FREE GIFTS*
• Bonus Book of 3500 Cheats
• Bonus Best Internet Guide
• Save just 5 Reddies - and

choose another FREE gift.

value like S

FREE GIFT LIST
01279 321 121 or UKGAMES.COM
Choose any gift when you buy any
one item at the same time as joining
Special Reserve (or one year (E6.99)

• FREE SCART LEAD FOR DREAMCAST
• FHEE CASIO DC2CQ0 PERSONAL ORGANISER
I FREE INFLATABLE ARMCHAIR -GREEN PINK
PURPLE OR YELLOW {acd £3 carnage lor ihis item)

I FREE SUPER MARIO RADIO ALARM CLOCK
» FREE SUPER MARIO BINOCULAR S CAMERA SET
I FREE 52 GAPACITV CD WALLET (SOFT BLACK)
I FREE GOODY BAG CONTAINING SUPER YOYO (with

clutch and lights). HEAD WALLET AND VIRTUAL PET
» FREE STAR WARS - DARTH MAUL DIGITAL WATCH
I FREE FULL SIZE STITCHED PVC FOOTBALL

I FREE 3D ANALOGUE CONTROLLER FOR N64
» FREE PAIR OF 1MB MEMORY CARDS FOR N64
I FREE RUMBLE PACK FOR N64

I FREE PAIR OF CONTROLLERS FOR PSX
I FREE PAIR OF 1 MB MEMORY CARDS FOH P5X
• FREESUPERAVSGARTU

• FREECYBERSTICKANALOGUEJC
• FREEPAIROFMADKATZCONTROLLERSFORPC

FREE PHILIPS FREESPEECH 88 CD FOR PC

IS 3500 CHEATS B!

l

tr
fcH STONE VIRTUA FIGHTER 3to BLUE STINGER

33.99 33.99 33.99 33.99 29.99

DREAMCAST
Official UK Console with
Official Controller, BT

approved Modem, RF Lead
and FREE internet access,

Dreamcast Peripherals
OFFICIAL GREY i 11&

CONTROLLER ... 19.99
Standard control pad lor Dreamcast -J 0^*J ' »*

has 4 front facing buttons and 2 Jb^^
analogue triggers. 8 way dlgita

199.99 LEss£10

R NEOGEO POCKET

OUT NOW
01279 321 321 or
UKdreamcast.com

Dreamcast Games
We only sell official UK products

AEHOWINGS ... 33.49
BLUE STINGER 39.99
BUGGY HEAT 33.99
DYNAMITE COP 2 33 99
FIGHTING FORCE? 33.99
FORMULA 1 (1 PLAYfcHl 33.99
HOUSE OF THE DEAD 2

8/10 (1-2 PLAYER] 33 99
HOUSE OF THE DEAD 2 WITH GUN 52.99

HYDRO THUNDER P' F"SF CALL
INCOMING 8/10 (1 PI AYERi 33.99
JIMMY WHITES 2 wUEBALL 29.99
KILLER LOOP 33 49
MARVEL VS CAPCOM 33.49
METROPOLIS ST-t;' -ACCR 33.99
MILLENIUM SOLD r=ri '0 r-2 PLA"ERi 33.99
MONACO GRAND " X 33.99
NBA 2000 (1-2 PLAYERl 33 99
NFL QUARTERBACK CL..F1 *»>J 33.99
PEN PEN 33.99

"Deduct £10 off our price of any one other product
bought af the same time as a Oramcast. Compare

this deal for example:

Dreamcast with Sega Rally 2

£223.98 SAVE £16
PLASMA SWORD IT. 49
POWER STONE B 10 il 2 PI Avc^' 33 99
READY 2 RUMEt E FfCXiNG I 2 "LAYES; 33 99
REDDOG 3399
RESIDENT EVIl J HATED 15) 29 99
RE-VOLT 3399
SEGA BASS FISH NC WITH FISHING ROD 52.99
SEGA RALLY 2 5 10 M-? PLAYER) 33.99
SHADOWMAN 33 99
SONIC ADVENTURE 9/10(1 PLAYEH) 33 99
SOULCALIBUR 1-2 PLAYER] 33 9r
SOUTH PARK RALLY 3391
SPEED DEVILS

. . 33 9!

STREET FIGHTER ALPHA 3 33 4l

SUZUKI ALSTAHfc EXTPFME RACING 32 9l

TOKYO HIGHWAY '.HA.
I \f,r 31 9!

TOY COMMANDS (1-4 "LAYER) 33 9!

TRICKSTYLE9/10 33 9!

UEFA STRIKER " 1 -J.AYER) 33 9!

VIGILANTE 8 - SECOND OFFENCE 31 9!

VIRTUA FIGHTS JB9 10 (1-2 PLAYER) 32 9!

VIRTUA STRIKED 2<1-2 PLAYER)
WWF ATTITUDF

^ Nextm lcD;

• I'- I stored

M

OFFICIAL VISUAL
MEMORY SYSTEM (VMS) 1

memory card w

„ SEGA BASS FISHING
WITH FISHING
ROD 52.99

HOUSE OF THE
DEAD 2 WITH
LIGHT GUN ... 52.99

(HEATS
Over 5000 cheats
for the latest games at

UKCHEATS.COM



It's Britain's favourite pastime. . .
wwi

\
/

rmmm
To ensure your copy of what will become the

leading unofficial Dreamcast magazine Fill in ^
this coupon and hand it in to your local newsagent. *

Please reserve me a copy of... %
D Dreamcast Magazine

Price: t2.95 [ISSN: 1466-2380]

Name: m
Address:

J
Postcode:

Tel: I
Newsagent Information: Dklamcam WlAGMNt is published by Paragon Publishing Lid

[Tel: 01202 299900 Fax: 01202 2999551

http://paragon.co.uk aid are available From your local wholesaler Dreamcast Magazine and M
Dreamcast So/uf/ons are distributed by Seymour [Tel: 01 202 200232} and are fully SOR

* -»*» *

• * \ *

» I *A ^mcdit Mcaqca^lne'
|
Issue 2 — ^

ShadowMan
Soul Fighter

Snow Surfers

Worldwide Soccer 2000

NBA Showtime

NFL Quarterback Club

Vigilante 8

ISSUE 3 ON SALE

95 NOVEMBER

Group Advertising Manager |

3=



Formally known as Excitement Direct Ltd.

Tel. 01993 844885
Fax. 01993 840750
www.wickedware.com

AHEAD

OFFICIAL

CONTROL
PAD -£19 99 I

OFOSR YOUR Ur63mC3St,« MACHINE NOW FOR ONLY.

£1
There's no deposit to pay, You don't pay until the day of despatch.

1st Class service Guarantee, All machines are official consoles and are fully guaranteed
by Sega and us for 1 year We offer full after sales support. If your machine is faulty we
will collect it from your door and replace it free of charge.

Fast Free delivery, Price includes delivery within 2 working days to most areas in the U.K.

Money back Guarantee, If yau are not completely delighted with your purchase for any
reason you may return it to us within 3 days of receipt and we will happily exchange it for
ycu or send you a refund. Simply ring for authorisation and return it to us by recorded
delivery. We will make a small handling charge of 1Q% [minimum £5) of the purchase price
and we would ask that you return the item in perfect condition.

ACCESSORIES ETC
DREAM PAD
-£17 99
I for two or more)
High quality pad. VMS &
Vibration Pak slots. Tactile rubber

grips, available in White. Red, Blue.

Vellcw & Purple. p
VMS
MEMORY

*J CARD -

*
- Precision optics far

increased accuracy. 3
modes. Slot for Vibration

Ergonumic. Ambidextrous.

f!e^3^k
ion Pak.

* "^'S\I I

lD\
KATZ
STEERING
WHEEL -

•V MILE

EXTENDER CABLE

\4

terprcof.
I

PLEASE CALL-

GAMES

I— '-'

Wicked Ware Limited, 1st floor, Streatfield House, Alvescot Road, Carterton, Oxford 0X18 3XZ
-iiuii=UAJ.ijm'i

mm
PRICES COHR

Fl-E-ASE: THERSFOne PHONE: TO CONFIRM PRIC,
. ESOF.
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SIMK Europe
293 Regents
Tel: 0181 3:


